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Introduction 

This is one of a series of preliminary papers on the 

Treatment and Rehabilitation of Addicted Prisoners (TRAP) Pro

gram. These papers are intended to provide key decision makers 

with interim information on program functioning before comple

tion of the follow-up and final phase of the National Evalua

tion. 

This working paper describes the r.1aryland and Connecticut 

TRAP programs during the first six months of program operation 

(i.e. the period beginning with entry of the first inmate client 

and ending six months later). This period was selected because 

both programs planned to accept all first wave clients at the 

same time and graduate them six months later. Actually, as 

will be noted in the ensuing pages, clients entered over an 

extended period and, therefore, many first wave clients had 

not graduated as of the end of the first six months of program 

operation. Nevertheless, it is of interest to investigate a 

number of aspects of these unique experimental program. 

In this paper we explore the following issues: administra

tive structure; goals and objectives; staffing; criteria for 

admission, termination, and discharge; incentives for partic

ipation in TRAP; treatment and rehabilitation; process infor

mation; technical assistance received; recommendations for fu

ture TRAP programs; costs; changes.from the proposed TRAP pro

gram; and client input into the program. 
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The Maryland TRAP Program 

Administrative structure 

Figure 1 shows that the Maryland TRAP program is a part 

of the Maryland Drug Abuse Administration under the Department 

of Health and Mental Hygiene. Treatment and rehabilitation 

services are actually provided through a subcontract by Junc-

tion Bridge, Inc. a private non-profit organization. The in

stitutional p~ase of the program is actually conducted at a 

separate facility adjacent to the Maryland House of Corrections 

at Jessup, Maryland. The TRAP program must work very closely 

with the Department of Corrections, a separate agency, which 

is responsible for custody of the inmate clients. 

Goals and Objectives 

Goals and objectives for the Maryland TRAP program are 

addressed in two ways. First, the TRAP Project Director was 

asked for his definition of successful TRAP program outcomes 

for persons who have completed all phases of TRAP (in-prison 

treatment, community corrections, and Fost-release TRAP treat

ment). Secondly, the Project Director was asked to describe 

the TRAP program's official goals/objectives for the clients' 

behavior after completing all phases of TRAP. Each of these 

will be duscussed in turn. 

Definition of Successful TRAP Program Outcomes 

The Project Director was ask~d a series of questions 

concerning post TRAP behavior of successfully treated TRAP 

clients. The questions initially addressed substance abuse. 
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FIGURE 1 

MARYLAND TRAP PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 
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The following question was asked for each drug of abuse: 

"A successfully "treated" TRAP client back out on the 

streets should use (drug)": 

no more than two or three times a week 

no more than once a week 

no more than once a month 

not at all 

consumption of (drug) is irrelevant to client success. 

The responses to these questions are depicted" in Table 1. Of 

the drugs indicated in Table 1, some use of marijuana/hashish 

and minor tranquilizers would be acceptable and consumption of 

alcoh0l and "getting drunk" are considered to be irrelevant to 

a successful outcome. For the other drugs shown, abstinence 

is required for a successful outcome. 

Table 2 depicts statements describing possible behaviors 

and experiences of TRAP graduates during the year after they 

complete all TRAP program phases (in-prison treatment, community 

corrections, and post-release TRAP treatment) and are back out 

on the streets. The TRAP Project Director was asked to indicate 

for each statement whether he would consider the statement to 

be consistent with a "successful outcome of TRAP," "an unsuccess

ful outcome of TRAP," or II irrelevant to TRAP outcome. I, Some 

of the answers are surprising. For example, the answer to 

statement 4 indicates that a person could commit a victimless 

crime and still be considered a successful outcome. Further, 

violation of parole and return to prison or conviction for a-
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Table 1 

POST-TRAP DRUG USE FOR "SUCCESSFULLY TREATED" 
MARYLAND TRAP CLIENTS 

Frequency of Use 
Drug < 2"":3 times < once a < onc~ a not at - - "-a week week month all 

Marijuana/ 
hashish x 

Cocaine x 

Heroin/other ,-

illegal opiates x 

Hallucinogens x 

Amphetamines a x 

Barbiturates/ 
sedativesa x 

Minor 
tranquilizers a x 

Alcohol 

Get drunk 

* TRAP Project Director's definition. 

aIllegal use only. 

not 
relevant 

x 

x 
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Table 2 

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES FOR MARYLAND TRAP CLIENTS* 

Statement 

Criminal Behaviors: 

* 

1. The person commits one 
or more drug related 
crimes (e.g., sale, 
use, possession). 

2. The person commits one 
or more property 
crimes (e.g., stealing, 
shoplifting, burglary, 
car th€)ft) . 

3. The person commits one 
or more violent crimes 
(e.g., hold up, armed 
robbery, rape, assault). 

4. The person commits one 
or more victimless crimes 
(e.g., prostitution, 
pimping, numbers, 
gambling, forgery, 
disorderly conduct, 
vagrancy) • 

5. The persons violates 
~arole and is returned 
to prison. 

6. The person is convicted 
for driving while 
intoxicated or for 
drunkeness. 

7. The person is convicted 
for a drug related 
offense. 

8. The person is convicted 
for a nondrug related 
offense. 

Successful Unsuccessful 
Outcome .Outcome 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

See footnote at end of table. 

Irrelevant 
to Outcome 

x 

x 

x 
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Table 2 

BEHAVIORIORAL OUTCOMES FOR MARYLAND TRAP CLIENTS* 
(Continued) 

Statement Successful Unsuccessful Irrelevant 
Outcome Outcome to Outcome 

. 

Prosocial Behaviors: 

9. The person is mainly 
employed full-time. X 

10. The person is mainly 
employed part-time 
and is not attending 
school/training. X 

lI. The pertion is mainly 
employed part-time 
and is attending 
school/training. X 

12. The person is mainly 
in job or vocational 
training. X 

13. The person is mainly 
attending school. X 

14. The person is mainly 
keeping house. X 

15. The person is mainly 
unemployed. X 

16. The person is fired 
from his/her full-time 
or part-time job. X 

Drug and Alcohol Use: 

17. The person is 
experiencing one or 
more alcohol problems. X 

18. The person is receiving 
treatment for alcohol 
abuse. X 

19. The person is receiving 
treatment for drug abuse. X 

* See footnote a.t end of table. 
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Table 2 

.~ BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES FOR MARYLAND TRAP CLIENTS* 
( (Continued) 

Statement Sucdessful Unsuccessful Irrelevant 
Outcome Outcome to Outcome 

20. The person is using 
illegal drugs but is 
not dependent on any. X 

Emotional/Behavioral 
Adjustment: 

21- The person becomes 
divorced/separated from 
his/her spouse. X 

22. The person sees a doctor/ 
counselor for emotional 
problems. X 

23. The person suffers from 
problems stemming from 
depression. X 

24. The person is 
hospitalized for 
depression. X 

25. The person commits 
su,icide. X 

26. The persori is 
hospitalized for 

. emotional problems other 
than depression. X 

* TRAP Project Director's responses. 
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non-drug related offense (statement 5) would be considered 

irrelevant to outcome. Again, as in Table 1, problems with 

alcohol would be considered irrelevant to outcome. The 

response to statement 20 appears inconsistent with the 

earlier response in Table 2 regarding toleration of in-

frequent use of marijuana/hashish. It is also interesting 

to note that the TRAP Project Director considers emotional 

or behavioral adjustment problems to be irrelevant to TRAP 

outcome, despite the progammatic emphasis on two hours of 

individual therapy and two hours of group therapy per week. 

Official TRAP Program Goals and Objectives 

This far, goals and objectives have been discussed as 

perceived by the TRAP Project Director. Now, the programs' 

officially stated goals and objectives are considered in terms 

of the clients' behavior after completing all phases of TRAP. 

The following goals and objectives are officially stated: 

Illicit drug use--clients should refrain from the 
use of illicit drugs upon completion of the three 
phases of the Maryland TRAP program 
Criminal behavior--clients should not become in
volved in criminal activity or display criminal 
behavior upon completion of the TRAP program 
Employment, school, and other prosocial behaviors-
reduction of recidivism rate, adequate functional 
behavior, vocational/educational stability, and 
stability of living circumstances 
Other goals/objectives--reduction of criminal 
activity associated with drug use, reduction in 
inmate population of correctional institutions, 
more effective interface between the criminal 
justice system and the health care delivery system, 
and development of an ongoing treatment program for 
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the drug abusing inmate are all stated goals. 
stated objectives are: identification of eligible 
clients, enrollment of eligible clients in the 
TRAP program, monitoring of eligible clients 
during the institutional phase of treatment, track
ing clients upon parole, and porgram evaluation. 

Staffing 

During the first six months of the institutional phase, 

a total of 24 staff were employed by the TRAP program. Eight 

of these individuals left their job during this period; seven 

of the persons who left were involved in providing direct 

treatment to TRAP clients. 

None of the staff received preservice training; however, 

all the staff reportedly received in-service training each week 

for two hours. The specific type of in-service training and 

number of hours for each type have not been specified. 

Criteria for Admission, Termination 
and Discharge of TRAP Maryland Clients 

The criteria for admission to the program are the 

following: 

Pre-incarceration drug/alcohol abuse--substantiated 
history of drug abuse, other than alcohol, ip the 
Department of Correction's file 
Behavior while in prison--the client'must be eligible 
for a MAP contract which includes .criteria for accept
able behavior in prison 
Length of sentence served and remaining--must be with
in two years of the first parole hearing 
Eligibility for a MAP contract--must be eligible for 
a MAP contract 
Eligibility for a particular security status--an 
inmate must wait six months after having been 
returned to greater security, a loss of good 
conduct credit, release from segregation, termina
tion of probation or any other disciplinary restric
tions. 
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The Process for Handling Rule Infractions 

TRAP inmates involved in programmatic violations are 

termed as being in violation of the MAP contract and a viola-

tion form is completed removing the inmate from the TRAP pro

gram. The MAP criteria further clarify this procedure. 

with respect to the Department of Corrections violations, 

any inmate involved in a Department of Corrections violation 

is reclassified into an institution of greater security. 

Criteria for TRAP Clients to Complete Successfully the Institu-

tional Phase of TRAP 

Completion criteria include the following: 

Successful negotiation of a MAP contract 
No more than two absences in any program component 
No more than two incidences of tardiness in any pro
gram activity 
All clients must remain infraction free and maintain 
satisfactory work status while in the TRAP Program 

Incentives for Participation in TRAP 

The TRAP Project Director perceives the following to be 

the most important incentives for inmates to join TRAP, ranked 

in ·priority order: 

It is a method by which the inmates can enter minimum 
security 
The program offers guaranteed parole via a. MAP contract 
The inmate can receive drug treatment 

'I'reatment and Rehabilitation 

The TRAP Project Director was asked to describe the actual 

treatment/rehabilitation program during the institutio.nal phase. 

The following indicates his response: 

Therapy--l) two hours individual therapy per week, 
2) two hours group therapy per week, 3) one and 
one half hours alternative therapy per week 
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Vocational training--l) building renovation 
including painting, carpentry, heating, dry 
wall and electricity, 2) white collar training 
programs including paralegal aid training and 
paracounseling aid 
Education--basic education and GED preparation 
Job readiness--testing, evaluation, vocational 
planning of systems, orientation to the world 
of work 

The TRAP Project Director was askBd for the rationale 

for the above programs and whether there was a comprehensive 

model. He indicated that the basic guidelines for individual, 

group, and alternative therapy were provided by LEAA in the 

discretionary grant funding guidelines. Vocational training 

and job readiness instruction mere added these needs were 

identified. 

Process Information 

Client Flow 

Table 3 depicts the flow of TRAP clients in the institu-

tional phase of the program during the first six months of 

program operation. That is, clients who entered the program 

during the six month period following entry 'of the first 

client. It should be. noted that only October 1978 admissions 

were eligible for "graduation" in the first six months of 

operation. Table 4 shows that of the 47 October admissions, 

35 completed institutional treatment and one received early 

parole. The remaining 11 were reclassified out of the program 

due to violations (9) or escaped (2). 

Services Provided 

Table 5 shows the services provided to TRAP clients in 

a typical week. Column 1 shows the number of staff providing 

the service designated; Column 2 indicates the total number of 
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TABLE 3 

MARYLAND TRAP CLIENT FLOW 

(First 6 months of program operation) 

Total number of clients entering program 71 

· October 1978 47 

• November 1978 9 

· December 1978 ; 2 

· January 1979 8 

· February 1979 2 

· l-larch 1979 3 

Total number of clients leaving program 51 

· Sent back to prison because of violations 9a 

· Escaped 3 

· Placed in protective custody 2 

· Paroled 2 

Completed the institutional phase 35 

Total number of clients remaining in TRAP * 20 

a One was readmitted 

* As of 6 months after first client was admitted 
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.TABLE 4 

DISPOSITIONS OF THE FIRST MONTH'S 

ADMISSIONS TO ~illRYLAND TRAP PROGRAMa 

Total number of clients admitted in October 1978 47 

a 

Sent back to prison because of violations 9 

. Escaped 2 

Received early parole 1 

• Completed institutional phase 35 

As of 6 months after first client was admitted 

- ~ ,-::::
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Table 5 

SERVICES P,ROVIDED TO MARYLAND TRAP CLIENTS INA-TYPICAL WEEK 

Number of Staff Number of Number of 
Number of Hours Service Hours Service Clients Receiving 

Service Staff Providing Provided Provided This Service 
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) 

-. 
Individual 
counseling 5 120 120 60 

Group 
counseling 5 15 15 60 

Relaxation 
therapy 1 1.5 1.5 60 

Point pressure 1 1.5 1.5 60 

Behavior Self 
.t-1anagement 1 1.5 1.5 60 

Vocational 
training 3 20 20 60 

Educational 
instruction 
(e.g.,GED, college) 2 20 20 60 , 

Number of 
Clients per 

Session 
(5) 

NA 

12 

10 

10 

10 

--, 
; 

-
I 

I-' 
0'\ 

~ 
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treatment hours provided by staff for each se~vice in a 

typical week; Column 3 is the same as Column 2 for each 

service because there were no instances in which more than 

one staff member was providing a service in a particular 

session. Column 4 shows the number of clients receiving 

this service. This is the same as the capacity of the 

program since all clients in the program reportedly received 

each a service. Column 5 shows the average number of clients 

to attend each session in which the service was offered. 

Rule Violations 

In the first six months of program operation, the 

following methods were used by correction staff to check for 

rule violations: 1) urinalysis, 2) property search, and 3) 

body search. During this period, the following methods were 

used by TRAP staff to check for rule v~olations: 1) individual 

interviews, 2) attendance records, 3) pr0gress reports. 

The MAP Process 

The MAP process is described in Appendix A. There were 

no modifications to the process in the course of the TRAP pro-

gram other than allowing inmates to enter the p~ogram prior 

to finalizing, a MAP contract. 

As indicated in Appendix A, the Maryland MAP process is 

quite detailed and sumewhat cumbersome. When the program first 

began, there was cQnsiderable: pressure '"on ,the corrections system 

to fill av~~lable-beds as soon as possible. Thus, the considera-

tion of the need for a MAP contract was secondary to the immediate 
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need to fill the available beds. It was difficult to obtain 

completed MAP contracts prior to admission into the program 

and a considerable number of inmates entered prior to obtaining 

a l~ contract. During the first six months of program operation, 

only 21 of the 71 inmates entering the program had a MAP. contract 

when they entered. However, during this period, 24 of the clients 

entering without MAP contracts obtained MAP contracts while in 

the TRAP program. 

'l'he program attempted to improve the process by making MAP 

officials aware of the problem and allow additional time for 

completion of the contract for prospective clients. Also, the 

Maryland TRAP Program changed to a reservation system in which 

beds were reserved for future admissions. This provided more 

lead time for obtaining a MAP contract. 

Technical Assistance 

The Project Director indicated that they had not received 

technical assistance from the LEAA technical assistance contractors 

at anytime within the first six months of the program's operation. 

Problems Encountered 

The TRAP Project Director was asked to describe problems 

encountered in implementing and operating TRAP, how each one was 

addressed and the outcome. Table 6 depicts his responses. 

Recommen~~~~~~~~~or Future TRAP Programs 

The TRAP Project Director offered the following recommenda-

tions for future TRAP programs: 

Prepare public relations efforts prior to program 
implementation in order to make inmates and staff 
aware of the program 
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TABLE 6 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED, SOLUTIONS, AND OUTCOMES 

Problem 

Lack of .program awareness 
throughout the Correc
tional System. 

Personnel turnover in 
treatment staff. 

Adequate Correctional 
Security Coverage. 

Intake screening process 
not sufficient. 

Completion of IHRR* TRAP 
screening instrument 
for non-participants. 

Need to identify inmates 
for comparison group. 

Solution·(s) Tried 

Attend meetings of Correc
tional staff in all parts 
of the State. Target po
pulation included Admin
istrations and front line 
staff. 

Increased screening pro
cess of prospective 
employees. 

Negotiation with,Correc
tional Administration. 

Education of persons 
responsible for screen
ing potential clients. 

Negotiation with IHRR* and 
LEAA. Recapture effort 
initiated and all infor
mation was obtained by 
IHRR staff 

Negotiation with IHRR* 
and LEAA. 

Outcome 

Increase knowledge 
and awareness of the 
Maryland TRAP Program. 

Staff stabilized. 

Permanent assignment 
of Security Staff. 

More appropriate 
clients are being 
admitted to the 
Program. 

Screening instrument 
completed. 

Approval received 
to modify grant to 
provide resources 
for the completion 
of the screening 
interviews. 

Program coordinator 
maintains a log of 
inmates interested 
in the Program. 

Research analyst com
pletes interviews of 
inmates admitted to 
the Program. 
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MAP contracts 
slow in being 
processed. 

'-, 
( 

Poor attitude on 
the part of the 
inmates concerning 
continuing drug 
treatment follow
ing the TRAP insti
tutional phase. 

Accountability in 
the tracking pro
cess. 
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TABLE 6 
(continued) 

Solution(s) Tried 

Coordination between the 
Drug Abuse Administration 
Office, TRAP treatment 
staff and MAP office. 

One-to-one interviews with 
inmate clients increased 
awareness of total program 
design being directed to the 
inmate client. 

Development of a tracking 
form. Regular phone calls 
regard~ng status of clients. 

Outcome 

Increased number 
of clients MAPed 
at time of entry. 

Increase in co
operative attitude 
on the part of in
mates. 

*Institute for Euman Resources Research, 'National TRAP Evaluators 
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Become totally aware of the national evaluation 
efforts to ensure complete knowledge and awareness 
of the evaluation on the part of administrative 
and line staff 
Clarify the entire MAP concept and procedures to 
assure that all inmates enter the program with 
a completed contract 
Evaluate the need for the LEAA TRAP requirement 
for two hours of individual counseling per week 
Provide a comprehensive training program for all 
staff prior to clients being admitted to the 
program 

Budget 

... ," 

The total TRAP costs prior to the start of treatment were 

reported by the TP~P Program as being $28,581. The total TRAP 

costs for the first six months of treatment (excluding costs 

incurred prior to the start of treatment) were reported to be 

$109,796. 

Changes from the Proposed TRAP Pr")gram 

The following changes from the TRAP institutional program 

(as stated in the Maryland TRAP proposal) occurred since 

receiving the grant: 

Inmate clients were admitted to the program without 
a finalized MAP contract. This action was necessary 
because of the time involved in the MAP negotiations 
process. Efforts are being made to have MAP contracts 

. in place prior to admission to the program. 
The Inmate Coordination Committee has taken several forms 

.-., since the inception of the program and is once again 
under revision. 
The programmatic modification submitted to LEAA detailed 
a change within the TRAP institutional component. This 
program modification provided a vocational rehabilitation 
job readiness component. 

Client Input 

The TRAP Project Director was asked to describe any methods· 

used to permit TRAP clients to have a voice in the program. He 
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I cited first the institutional period questionnaire developed 

I 
by the Institute For Human Resources Research which provides 

a way for the client to express his views on the strengths and 

I weaknesses of the program. 

The Inmate Staff Coordinating Committee consists of six 

I members; three inmate clients and three members of the TRAP 

I 
treatment staff. The goal of this commi-ttee is to provide 

the necessary input to program management to facilitate the 

I efficient overall operation of the TRAP Program. Through 

this Committee, TRAP clients are provided the opportunity 

I to express views regarding the strengths and weaknesses of 

I 
the TRAP Program. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The Connecticut TRAP Program 

'/ Administrative Structure 

Figure 2 is an organization chart of the Department 

of Corrections of which the Connecticut TRAP Program is a 

parto The TRAP program is a part of the "Drug and Alcohol 

Program Division" under the Deputy Commissioner of Institu

tions. Figure 3 shows the organization of the TRAP program 

itself. It will be noted that the TRAP program operates 

entirely within the Department of Corrections, in contrast 

to the Maryland TRAP program. 

Goals and Objectives 

As in the discussion of the Maryland TRAP program, 

goals and objectives are addressed herein in two w.ays. 

First, the TRAP Project Director was asked for his definition 

of successful TRAP program outcomes for persons who have 

completed all phases of TRAP (in prison, community corrections, 

and post release TRAP treatment). Secondly, the Project 

Director was asked to describe the TRAP program's official 

goals/objectives for the client's behavior after completing 

all phases of TRAP. Each of these will be discussed in turn. 

Definition of Successful TRAP Program Outcomes 

The TRAP Project Director was asked a series of questions 

concerning post TRAP behavior of successfully treated TRAP clients. 

Questions initially addressed substance abuse. The following 

question was asked for each drug of abuse: 
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"A successfully treated TRAP client back out on the 

streets should use (drug) :" 

No more than 2 or 3 times a week 

No more than once a week 

No more than once a month 

Not at all 

Consumption of (drug) is irrelevant to client 

treatment success 

The responses to these questions are depicted in Table 7. 

Of the drugs indicated in Table 7, rather frequent use of 

marijuana/hashish would be acceptable, as would use of alcohol. 

However, "getting drunk ll would not be an acceptable behavior more 

than once a month. For the other drugs shown, abstinence is 

required for a successful outcome. 

Table 8 depicts statements describing possible behaviors 

and experiences of TRAP graduates during the year after they 

completed all TRAP program phases and are back out on the 

streets. The TRAP project Director was asked to indicate for 

each statement whether he would consider the statement to be 

consistent with a "successful outcome of TRAP," "an unsuccess

full outcome of TRAP," or "irrelevant to TRAP' outcome. II A few 

of the answers are surprising. The TRAP Project Director in

dicated that commission of a drug related crime (statement 1) 

is consistent with a successful outcome. Also, commision of 

a victimless crime would be consistent with a successful out

come (statement 4). In contrast to the Maryland TRAP Project 
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TABLE~7 

POST-TRAP DRUG USE BY IlSUCCESSFULLY TREATED" 
CONNECTICUT TRAP CLIENTS'*' 

~----------
__ ~;~9_~~n9x __ ~~_y_~e _________ 

Drug < 2-3 times < once a < onc~ a not at - -a week week month all 

~1arijuana/ 
hashish x . 

Cocaine x 
, 

Heroin/other 
illegal opiates 

, 
x 

Hallucinogens x 

Amphetaminesa . x 

Barbiturates/ 
sedativesa x 

Minor 
tranquilizers a 

x 

. 
~ 

Alcohol x' 

Get'drunk x 
, , , . - ' 

.. .. 1--
.. . .. -: .- .. .. -- ' . 

'* TRAP Project Director's definition. 

- ...... - -..... ..,. -' '- . --_ .... - .-
...... ---- ---

----------not 
relevant 

• 

-. 
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Table 8 

BEHAVIORAr;· OUTCOMES FOR CONNECTICUT TRAP CLIENTS * 
(Continued) 

.> 

statement Successful Unsuccessful Irrelevant .. .- Outcome ,Outcome to Outcome 

Criminal Behaviors: 
-- .. - .. - - ----- .. - - .- ., . 

1- The person commits one 
'or more drug related 
crimes (e.g., sale, 
use, possession). .x 

2. The person commits 
or more property ,. 

crimes (e. g. , stealing, 
shoplifting, burglary, 
car theft) • X 

-3 .. The person commits one 
or more violent crimes 
(e. g. , hold up, armed x 
robbery, rape, assault) . 

4. The person commits one 
or more victimless crimes 
(e. g. , prostitution, ... 

pimping, numbers, 
gambling, forgery, 
disorderly conduct, 
vagrancy) • x 

5~ The persons violates 
parole and is returned 
to prison. x 

6 • . The person is convicted .. 
- for -driving while 

intoxicated x or 
drunkene""c: -.-.~- .-----. 

~ r::-:-: -- ... __ - - - - . -- - ~ .: __ 4 .~ 

7. The-- person is -convicted - ..... ,- - -. -- -

Co !~:c ca_ drug r~l.::t:ed 
-o"ffense-.- " - x 

8. The person is convicted 
for a nondrug related X -
offense. 

'* See footnote at end of table. 

~ 

" 
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"Table 8 

BEHAVIORAL OUTCO~~S FOR CONNECTICUT TRAP CLIENTS* 

statement Successful 
---- - Outcome 

Prosocial Behaviors: 

9. -The person is mainly 
employed full-time. 

10. The person is mainly 
employed part-time 
and is not. attending 
school/training. 

11. The person is mainly 
employed part-time 
and is attending 
school/training. 

12. The person is mainly 
in job or vocational 
training. 

13. The person is mainly 
.attending school •. 

14. The person is mainly 
keeping house. 

15. The person is mainly 
. unemployed. 

16. The person is fired 
from his/her full-time 

:or part-time job. 

Drug and Alcohol Use: 

17. :The~person is-
:experien~ing_one or 
cmore_alcohol problems. 

lS. ':"'l'be.:: person: is: receiving 
treatment for alcohol 

_abuse. 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Unsuccessful 
Outcome 

x 

x 

x 

x 

19. The person is receiving 
treatment for drug abuse. ·---x-----I---- -_._----

:' € :-: - - ~ .. - -. - ~. ~ .. 

Irrelevant: 
to Outcome 

------., 
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Table 8' 

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES FOR CONNECTICUT TRAPCLIENTS* 
(Continued) 

Statement Successful Unsuccessful Irrelevant 
Outcome Outcome to Outcome 

20. The person is using 
illegal drugs but is 
not dependent on any. x 

Emotional/Behavioral 
Adjustment: 

21. The person becomes 
divorced/separated from 
his/her spouse. x 

22. The person sees a doctor/ 
counselor for emotional 
problems. x 

23.; The person suffers from 
problems steming from 
depression. x 

24. The person is 
hospitalized for 
depression. x 

25. The person commits 
s-qicide. x 

26. The persc,n is 
hospitalized for 

. emotiona:). problems other , 

than depression. x 
. 

* TRAP Project Director's responses 0 

, ! 

= 
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Director, the Connecticut TRAP Project Director views the 

client's employment, alcohol abuse, and suicide as being 

relevant to outcome. Apparently, a person receiving treat-

ment for a drug, alcohol or emotional problem is considered 

to be a successful outcome. 

Official TRAP Program Goals and Objectives 

Thus far, goals and objectives have been discussed as 

perceived by the TRAP Project Director. NOw, the program's 

officially stated goals and objectives are considered in 

terms of the client's behavior after completing all phases 

of TRAP. 

The following goals and objectives are officially stated: 

Illicit drug use--reduce illicit drug ~se by TRAP 
program clients to a rate that is significantly less 
than a control group . 
Criminal behavior--obtain a rearrest and reincarce
ration rate for TRAP program participants that is 
significantly less than a control group 
Employment, school, and other prosocial behaviors-
obtain a rate of prevalence for prosocial behaviors 
for TRAP program participants that is significantly 
higher than a control group 
Other goals/objectives--to maintain and continuously 
improve the coordinated approach to identification 
and treatment of drug dependent inmates at CCI-Somers 
and CCI-Enfield 

The most striking contrast between the stated goals/ 

objectives of the Connecticut and Maryland programs is that 

the Connecticut goals with respect to illicit drug use and 

criminal behavior are expressed in relative terms. That 

is, the statements are in terms of reducing these dysfunctional 

behaviors to a level that is significantly less than that of 

a control group. The Maryland program on the other hand, states 
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these objectives in absolute terms: abstinence from illicit 

drug use and no involvement in criminal activity. 

Staffing 

During the first six months of the institutional phase, 

a total of 27 staff were employed by the TRAP program. Six 

of these individuals left their jobs during this period. The 

Niantic Program Coordinator resigned r as did three counselors. 

In addition, the Project FIRE. Director in New Haven died. l 

Two of the staff received pre-service training only, 

12 staff received in-service training only, and 2 staff 

received both pre-service and in-service training. 

Table 9 depicts the training received by TRAP staff in 

terms of the type of training, the number of staff· who received 

this training, and the number of hours of instruction provided. 

It appears that the Connecticut TRAP program has placed a 

great deal of emphasis on both pre-service and in-service 

training, in contrast to the Maryland TRAP program. Further, 

the Connecticut TRAP program appears to provide a much more 

structured type of training than the Maryland TRAP program. 

This higher level of training may be attributable,· in part, 

to the longer start up period of the Connecticut program. The 

delay in the Connecticut TRAP program's first client addmissions 

appear to have provided more opportunities for staff training. 

1 project FIRE is the program all TRAP clients are to enter 
upon their release on parole. It provides intensive super
vision, counseling, job referral, etc. 
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TABLE 9 

TRAINING RECEIVED BY CONNECTICUT TRAP STAFF 

Type of Training 

Behavioral Studies Methodology 
Institutional Orientation 
Correctional Facility Staff 
'l'raining 

Goal Setting for Managers 
Short-Term Counseling 
Planning, Implementation, & 
Evaluation of Treatment Pro
grams for Women Offenders 
CODAP Training 
Methods of Instruction for 
Drug & Alcohol Training 
Substance Abuse 
Family Counseling 
Addiction Services Intake 
Forms 
IHRR Research Forms 
St'rategic Planning 
Program Evaluation 
Burnout Syndrome 

Number Who 
Received T,his 

8 
7 
3 

1 
1 

2 

5 

1 
2 
1 

5 
12 

2 
3 
2 

Number of 
Hours of 
Instruction 

70 
35 

122 

3 
14 

6 

7 
36 
43 

3 
3 

14 
10 

5 
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Criteria for Admission, Termination, and 
Discharge of TRAP Clients 

The criteria for admission to the program are the 

following: 

Pre-incarceration drug/alcohol abuse--a drug 
abuse background which indicates compulsive 
use and results in dysfunctional behavior. 
Men whose sole drug of abuse is alcohol are 
normally excluded 
Pre-incarceration criminal behavior--normal 
program exclusions include men serving sen
tences for aggressive sexual crimes, a back
ground of violent or assaultive behavior and 
escapes. Parole violators who have had their 
parole revoked two or more times and/or those 
inmates who are currently serving a sentence 
for a felony committed while in parole status 
will not normally be considered for admission 
Behavior while in prison--all prospective TRAP 
candidates must meet satisfactory institutional 
standards of performance and adjustments. Those 
inmates that have had misconduct reports or un
satisfactory work reports within the past 4 
months will not normally be considered for ad
mission into the TRAP program 
Length of sentence served and remaining--there 
is no requirement that any particular length 
of sentence be served, but only that an inmate 
be 6 to 18 months prior to his parole eligibi
lity date at the point of the eligibility in
terview by the TRAP evaluation committee 
Eligibility for a MAP contract--fulfillement of 
the requirements above indicates that a client 
is eligible for consideration of a TRAP program 
statement by the TRAP screening committee 
Eligibility for a particular security status-
the eligibility for a particular security status 
is determined by the Institutional Classification 
Committee 
Other--the purpose of the eligibility criteria is to 
identify the most appropriate cana~dates for 
screening with regard to viability for partici
pation in the TRAP program. The Classification 
Committee reserves the right to determine admission 
to and removal from the TRAP program. If a candi
date is denied admission to the TRAP program, he 
may appeal such decision through existing grievance, 
procedures. 
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The Process for Handling Rule Infractions 

TRAP program violations are handled by the inmate 

Core Group Leader under the supervison of the Program 

Coordinator. The program has its own system for removing 

rewards within the program. The actions of the program 

are dependent on the severity of the rule infraction. 

A rule infraction which results in the issuance of a 

Department of Correction Misconduct Report is referred to 

the Institutional Disciplinary Committee. A serious rule 

infraction may result in expulsion from the program and 

cancellation of the TRAP Program statement. 

Criteria for TRAP Clients to Complete Successfully the 
Institutional Phase of TRAP 

The TRAP Program Statement states the following 

minimum requirements for participants in the TRAP program: 

Attendance at all of the scheduled classes 
in the Behavioral studies program 
Attendance at all scheduled individual 
counseling sess"ions with a minimum of one 
1 hour session scheduled per week 
Attendance at all scheduled group counseling 
sessions (i.e., value clarification, relaxation 
therapy) with a minimum of two 1 1/2 hour se
ssions per week 

Incentives for Participation in TRAP 

The TRAP Project Director perceives the following to 

be the ~~~timportant incentives for inmates to join TRAP! 

ranked in·priority order: 

.:~It"provides a guaranteed parole release date 
• ::Where"possible, it provides guaranteed communi
~:ty~release;approximately three months prior to 
" -the 'parole 'eligibility date 
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It is a means whereby an inmate can accrue seven 
day good time credit 
It provides individualized counseling 
It provides separate housing from the general 
prison population 

Treatment and Rehabilitation 

The TRAP Project Director was asked to describe the 

actual treatment/rehabilitation program during the insti-

tutional phase. The following indica·tes his response: 

A minimum of 15 hours of counseling is provided 
per week which includes 10 hours of Behavioral 
Studies Program, 2 hours of individual counseling, 
3 hours of group counseling including 1 hour of 
Relaxation Therapy per week 

The core of the program is built around the Behavioral 

Studies Program. A description of the Behavio:r:al Studies 

Program with a rationale for the treatment model is con-

tained in Appendix B. 

Process Information 

Client Flow 

Tabilie 10 depicts the flow of TRAP client in the insti-

tutional phase of the program during the first six months 

of program operation. It should be noted that clients 

trickled into the program over an extended period of time 

and, therefore, very few were eligible for graduation from 

" the insitutional phase within the first six months of 

program operation. Thus, only nine had actually graduated 

after the first six months of program operation. 

Services Provided 

Table 11 shows the services provided to TRAP clients 

in a typical week. Column 1 shows the number of staff 
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TABLE 10 

CONNECTICUT TRAP CLIENT FLOW 
(first 6 months of program operation) 

Total number of clients entering program 

Dropped out voluntarily 

Were sent back to the prison because of 
MAP violations 

Did not remain in TRAP for reasons other 
than the above 

Completed the institutional treatment 

Are still in TRApa 

a AS of 6 months after first client was admitted. 

- ~ ~ . :'. - .... - ..... - - _ _ 2 -. :. : ~ 

70 

9. 

6 

1 

9 

45 



-.------ - - -TABLE 11 .. - - - - - --
SERVICES PROVIDED TO CONNECTICUT TRAP CLIENTS IN A TYPICAL WEEK 

Number of Staff Number of Number of Number of 
Number of Hour.s Service Hours Service Clients Receiving Clients per 

Service Staff Providing Provided Provided This Service Session 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Individual' 
douns.eling : 6 100 100 50 NA 

Group 
Counseling 7 14 14 50 8 

Behavioral 
Studies 6 40 20 50 25 

Relaxation 
Therapy 2 2 2 50 25 

.; 

Values 
Clarification 4 8 4 50 12 

Recording 
for the 
Blind 1 10 10 25 3 

Educational 
Instruction 
(e.g. , GED, 

, 

I , 
College) a a a a a I 

I --- - --- -- - -- -- ------ - ------- ~---~-- ------------------~---- ---~---~----- '-----

a Provided by correctional staff other than TRAP staff. 

'1 r." ~ .. j~""". 

w 
00 
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providing the service designated; column 2 indicates the 

total number of treatment hours provided by staff for each 

service in a typical week; column 3 indicates the number of 

hours that the service was provided; 1 column 4 shows the 

number of clients receiving the service; and column 5 shows 

the average number of clients to attend each session in which 

the service was offered. 

The service categories provided by the Connecticut TRAP 

Program are the same as the Maryland Program with respect to 

"individual counseling", IIgroup counseling", and "educational 

instructions". Actually both programs have different philo-

sophies and use different delivery techniques. Further program 

service delivery differences are evident in that the Connec-

ticut Program offers behavioral studies relaxation therapy, 

values clarification, and recording for the blind; while the 

Maryland Program offers relaxation therapy, point pressure, 

behavior self management, and vocational training. The most 

striking differences are that the core of the Connecticut 

Program is the Behavioral Studies Curriculum, while vocational 

training is the strongest focus of the Maryland Program. 

Rule Violations 

During the first six months of program operation, the 

following methods were used by both Correction staff and TRAP 

staff to check for rule violations: 1) urinalysis, 2) property 

search, 3) body search. In addition, the Correction staff 

inspected mail, while the TRAP staff did not. 

IThe number of hours the service was provided is one half the 
number of staff hours provided for Behavioral Studies and Values 
Clarifications because two staff were providing the services at 
the same time. . 
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MAP Process 

The start-up of the TRAP Program was delayed mainly 

due to unanticipated problems centering around the development 

of a Mutual Agreement Pact (MAP) for the Connecticut TRAP 

Program. In contrast to Maryland, Connecticut did not 

have a MAP process in place when the LEAA TRAP grant was 

received. The MAP and its procedures were developed, 

reviewed, and approved by the Deputy Commissioner of 

Institutional Services in pecember, 1978. The MAP was 

also reviewed and approved by the Chairman of the Board of 

Parole, In January, 1979, it was submitted to the Assistant 

Attorney General for his review and approval. In early 

February, the Assistant Attorney General responded with 

a memorandum indicating that in his opinion, the Commisioner 

of the Department of Correction and the Chairman of the Board 

of Parole do not have authority to enter into an agreement 

such as the MAP with an inmate. Several meetings were held 

over the next several months to obtain a resolution to the 

problem. In early May, 1979, the issue was resolved by the 

Office of the Attorney General in coordination with the 

Connecticut Board of Parole and the TRAP Program. As a 

result, a Program Statement for the TRAP Program was developed 

which in essence provides for a Guaranteed Parole Release Date. 

A project TRAP Program Statement was developed for each of the 

correctional institutions and approved (see Appendix C). The 

TRAP screening/intake flow process is shown in Appendix D. 
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The initial eligibility criteria for the TRAP Program 

were too strict. Modifications were instituted; the criteria 

became more flexible in order to increase the number of pot en-

tial candidates. The TRAP Project Director emphasizes that 

it is essential to maintain good communications with the 

Board of Parole in order to enhance coordination and cooperation. 

In conclusion, all of the 70 clients who entered the 

TRAP Program during the first six months of Program Operation 

had the Connecticut equivalent of a MAP contract in place 

when they entered. This is, of course, in marked contrast to 

the situation in Maryland where, as noted previously, only 21 

of the 71 inmates had a MAP contract when they entered. l As 

a result of its insistence on a "MAP contract", the Connecticut 

program realized a substantial number of vacant beds during 

this period. In Maryland, on the other hand, the correction 

system put considerable pressure on the program to fill avail-

able beds as soon as possiblec Thus, the consideration of 

the need for a MAP contract was secondary to meeting the 

Department of Correction's requirements in Maryland. 

Problems, Solutions Tried and Outcomes 

Table 12 summarizes the principal problems encountered, 

solutions attempted, and outcomes during the first six months 

of program operations. As indicated in Table 12, the princi

pal problems occurred during the start-up period. 

1 However, 24 of the Maryland clients entering without MAP 
contracts obtained MAP contracts while in the TRAP Program 
within six months. 



------------------TABLE 12 

PROBLEMS, SOLUTIONS TRIED, AND OUTCOME--CONNECTICUT TRAP 

Problem 

Delays in hiring staff 
due to civil service 
-requirements. 

Delays in obtaining 
necessary equipment. 

Delay in obtaining 
MAP (discussed 
earlier) • 

Delays in starting 
screening until 
MAP issue (above) 
settled. 

Inadequate initial 
response to screening. 

Solution(s) Tried 

Intensive negotiations with 
Attorney General, Chairman 
of Board of Parole, and 
Coromisioner of Department 
of Corrections. 

See above 

outreach effort initiated in mid 
May 79. Inmates files screened 
to determine those meeting eligi
bility criteria. Those eligible 
invited to an orientation session. 

-,Outcome 

All staff hired 
by 2/79. 

All but 16 rom film 
projector received. 
Projector borrowed 
in the meantime. 

Program Statement 
developed in 5/79 
calling for a Guaran 
teed Parole Release 
Date. 

Screening began 
in 5/79. 

or:.. 
t>.) 

Screened entire insti
tutional population, 
then concentrated on 
new admissions and 
Parole Board referrals. 
Successful in obtaining 
many new clients. 
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TABLE 12 

I·' , I PROBLEMS, SOLUTIONS TRIED, AND OUTCOME--CONNECTICUT TRAP 

1.1;}· J i • 1 'II 

I· . 

Problem 

I ~ I I I \ l' 

Non-TRAP inmates 
occupying TRAP dor
mitories detracted 
from control group 
cohesion, and pro-

I gram atmosphere. 

Unable to establish 
TRAP program for 
females. 

(Continued) 

Solution(s) Tried 

Increased number of TRAP clients, 
decorated and improved physical 
setting. 

Staff and client capacity trans
ferred to male institution (So
mers). 

Outcome 

Greater "esprit de 
corps". 

Client capacity at 
Somers increased to 
40. 

oI:oro 
W 
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Technical Assistance 

The TRAP Program received technical assistance from 

NASADAD in May and October of 1979c The technical assistance 

was requested by LEAA in order to monitor the progress in 

development of the programc 

Recommendations for Future TRAP Programs 

The TRAP Project Director offered the following re-

commendations for future TRAP Programs: 

Reduce individual counseling to one hour per 
week 
Permit alcohol abusers to be admitted into the 
program 
Permit a longer time for start up. He states 
that three months is unrealistic and that five 
months is more appropriate, especially in those 
states without an operational MAP pr0gram 
Provide for more flexibility to adapt the specific 
TRAP model to a particular correctional system 
Initiate program research 12 to 18 months after 
initial start up of the program in order to 
allow comprehensive staff training and to permit 
program operations to obtain a level of stability 
and consistency 

Budget 

The TRAP Project Director was requested to provide: 

1) the total TRAP cost prior to the start of treatment and 

2) the total TRAP cost for the first six months of treatment 

(excluding costs incurred prior to the start 'of treatment). 

These had not been provided as of the date of this working 

paper. 

Changes From the Proposed 
TRAP Program 

Two programmatic changes were requested by the 

connecticut TRAP Program and approved by LEAA. One change 

was a reduction in the amount of individual counseling per 
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week from three hours to two. This was requested because 

the program estimated that each client in the TRAP Program 

was provided with a total of 15 hours of counseling per 

week, including 10 hours of the Behavioral Studies Program, 

three hours of group counseling, and two hours of individual 

counseling. It was believed that this amount of counseling 

was more than adequate to meet the needs of each client. 

The second programmatic change approved by LEAA was 

to replace the non-traditional treatment modality of EST 

with "The Searching for Values Film Series". This change 

was made for two reasons: I} the cost effectiveness of 

"The Searching for Values Film Series" was considered to 

be high and 2} the EST Program philosophically conflicted 

with the Behavioral Studies Program. The following is 

the Project Director's statement concerning the rationale 

for this change. 

The cost-effectiveness of the Values Clarification 
Program over the EST Program was the first reason 
for the grant modification request. The projected 
cost for the EST Program was $2,400 for 20 TRAP 
participants with the cost per person at $120.00. 
This program would have been offered to or.ly 20 
clients, and offered only one time. One serious 
problem that would have arisen is in regard to 
which clients would be chosen to participate in 
the EST Program. As compared to the EST Program 
cost figures, the projected cost of the Values 
Clarification Film series was $2,430 with the 
cost per person at $16.00. Therefore, in terms 
of cost effectiveness, the projected cost per 
client served is much less expensive for the 
film series than for the EST Program. In addi
tion, since the films were received in December, 
1979, a minimum of 75 clients in the two TRAP 
Programs will receive the services of the Values 
Clarification Program. It is expected that the 
film series will be continued to be utilized 
during the next several years, within the TRAP 
Programs. 
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The second reason for replacing the EST Program with 
the Values Clarification Program was program philo
sophy. It was felt that the EST Program philosphy 
is contradictory to the goals of the Behavioral 
Studies Program. The Behavioral Studies attempts 
to have the client examine his behavior and its 
consequences in a non-judgemental and non-threat
ening atmosphl,~re where the teacher facili ta tes 
discussion among the clients' peer group. The 
Behavioral Studies Program assists the clients in 
the clarification and definition of his belief 
system without. condemning it. Addiction Services 
research into the philosophy of the EST Program 
had indicated that it "assumes that the world has 
no meaning or purpose" (Newsweek, 9/6/76). It has 
also been shown that "most of the exercises in 
EST are aimed at dislodging trainees from their 
belief systems" (Newsweek, 9/6/76). 
The Values Clarification Program is complementing 
the Behavioral Studies Program. By the end of this 
grant period, all TRAP Program staff will receive 
training by the TRAP Educational Curriculum Spe
cialist on the Values Clarification Program. The 
basic plan would be to have one film shown per week, 
within each TRAP Program. One two hour session per 
week, over a ten week period, will be provided in 
which a film will be viewed. There will be an open 
discussion guide and completion of a Values Cla
rification exercise related to the major theme. 
A strategy for distribution of the films between 
the two TRAP Programs has been developed which 
will provide the most efficient utilization of 
the film series. 

Client Input 

The TRAP Project Director was asked to describe any 

methods he used to permit TRAP clients' to have a Joice in 

the pr9gram. He cited two organizations that have inmate 

participation; " I) '~the Treatment Committee; and 2) the 

Progra~:bisciplinary Committee. The Treatment Committee 

is evetlly~ C9~I2oS~dOt TRAP Erogram staff and inmates. 

This cOmmitt¢~~~p~~~yi¢~s~prQsp~9ttves clients and chooses 
... ~. .. .. -. - ....... - ':;'-

appropriate-inmates for admission to the program. In 
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addition, the committee develops and implements internal 

program rules and procedures. TRAP clients are also 

involved in the Program Disciplinary Committee which 

makes decision on disciplinary issues which arise in 

the program. The TRAP clients have input, but a TRAP 

staff member has final authority in the disciplinary 

process. 
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A. Maryland MAP Process 

B. Connecticut TRAP Treatment Model 

c. Connecticut TRAP Program Statement 

D. Connecticut TRAP Screening/Intake Process 
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PREAMBLE 

HARYLA!;]) MODSL 
MUTUAL AGRESI-St-r.: ?RCGRA.v.!~IN3 

Recognizing that a better coordination between correctional programming 
and parole relea.se may aie. the Maryla.'1d Division of Correction by increasing 
the utilization of the resources, creating a cost effective approach to 
corrections, reducing the nQ~ber of forner i~tes reincarcerated and lessen
ing of the over-crowding of Maryland correctional facilities, the i·taryland 
Parole Commission and the Maryland Division of Correction hereby issue this 
joint policy statement establishing a program of pre-determined parole release 
agreements entitled Hutual J..gresment Programming (P.AP). 

Under the authority granten to the Parole Co~ssion in Article 41, 
Section llO(A)(2) the Parole Commission after considering: 

1. The circumstances surrounding the crime; 

2. The physical, mental and moral qualifications of the inmate 
eligible for parole; 

3. The progress of the inmate during his/her confinement; 

4. Whether or not there is reasonable probability that the 
inmate, if released on parole, will remajn at liberty 
wit.hout violating the lawi and, 

5. Whether or not release on parole of the inmat&: is compatible 
with the welfare of society, 

may negotiate and enter into a Hf).P agreement with an inmate and the Division 
of Correctj.on for release on parole if the inmate fulfills thE'! condi-tions 
specified in the a3reement. 

This policy statemp.nt enti t.led the Maryland Hodel Hutual ;'.greernent 
Program shall govern all HAP agreements written betweer. the Parole eorci:lission, 
the Division of Correction and t.he inwate. 

INTRODUCTION TO ~·1UTUAL AGP.EEMENT PROORAl-MING 

Mutual Agreement Programoing (P~P) involves an assessoent of the needs, 
streneths, and weaknesses of the i~~~e followed by the design of an indivi
du~lized program that offers resource utilization in preparing participants 
for a successful coom~~ity adjustcent following release on parole. 3ased on 
this asses~~ent, trea~~nt and training objectives are developed, the ir~te 
prepares an individual plan, and nego~iations involvL~g ~he innate, the 
institutional staff, the !.~? Coordinator and the Parole Co:::o.ission take place. 
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An agreement is made t setting out t~e s~ecific progracs which the Division 
of Correction will provide to the ~t~, the innate's agreement to success
fully complete the prog~~ ~~d spe~i~i~ objectives, and a specific parole 
date contingent upon successful com~let~on of set goals. 

The agreement and the procedures s'.lrrounding it are seen as a means 
of involving each inmate in the process a~d decision to release, giving 
the inmate much of the responsibility for his or her own release, and 
bringing toeether the institutjons and parole authorities for closer co
operation and coordination. 

The MAP agreement will be used in this Program. The crucial elements 
are the establis~~t of specific inmate performance criteria and a parole 
date. The contribution of each party will be unambiguously defined. The 
inmate agrees to certain criteria and the acquisition and/or improvement 
of vocational and educational skills; the Division of Correction provides 
the programs; the MAP Coordinator monitors the program; and the Parole 
Commission agrees to release the innate on a specific date when the criteria 
have been met. The agreement will be clearly written and the inmate must 
underste..nd what is being signed. The agreement also may be subject to 
revision and renegotiation by all parties according to the specific guide
liries that are included in this Model. 

VOUCHER SYSTEM 

In some special projects, a voucher may be made available to parti
cipating individuals to purchase traini~ and education and support for 
such activities. When used, the vou~~er system ~~ll be under the super
vision and administration of the ~~p Coordinator. The key to individu~l 
voucher referral is choice of trainin; on the part of the inmate, hope
fully resulting in a desired training related occupation in which the 
individual will remain. Inmates using individual voucher referral ~~ll 
live either in an institution and co~~e to the community for training 
or be assigned to a comcrumity-based pro~am as a step between prison and 
parole. 

It is anticipated that voucher fun~s will be made available to 
purchase any legitimate se~lice direc~ly related to rehabilitation. In 
addltion to training and educational se~ces, in SOt:le cases this might 
in~depsychological or psychiatric co~seling in the community or 
therapy, surgical removal of noticeable scars which ~ieht present a 
barrier-to employability, birth con~rcl costs, child care fees, trans
po~!-~~ion to and from training or wor~:, and subsidies to e.!!lployers who 
are· will inC and can supply zood quali:y on-the-job training programs. 
In~~~~er~!~~y service_!el~t~n~ to one's ability to successfully ~omplete 
training a'1d secure ecployment unde~ a :.:,.;? Agreement would be cons~dered 
on~ a.-1 individual basis. - - . 
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FL -r:GTBIL tTY FOR GO~IT2AST P.!'RTICIP;' r!mi 

Eligibility for the ~~p pro~ess is desr,ribed L~ ~c~ 280-9. Any male 
inMate meetin~ this cri tl3ria is eligible to propose a KA P Aere7'.ment as 
describ~d in this !·1odel. All fem21'" inr:-.ates are elig:i tIe un(!ersuidelines 
published and available ~t ~~=ll'yland Correctional lnst i tution for viomen 
due to ~n exppI"~ental Voucher Proeraw filnde~ by the ~rylanrl Governor's 
ComnD.ssion on Law Snforc~ent and the Administration of Justice and LEAA. 

nn·~T1!: APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Upon meetjng the eligibility criteria fo~ contract participation, 
an inmate may cont'3.ct the HAP Coordinator assigned to the institut50n 
at which the inmate is being housed. The inmate will receive a MAP 
orientation explaining the HAP process and will be given the opportunity 
to develop a MAP proposal that will be presented to the Parolp. Co~ission. 
The time from orientatjon through negotiation will be known as pr~
nee;otiation pp.rior!. Du!'ing this tine it is the respon~ibiJity of thp. 
inr:1ate, with t.he aid of al1Y Division of Correction personnE'l, to develop 
:t Y·1J\P proposal that will be presented to thE' Parole Conmission for' ne
botiation. Durin~ the period of pre-negotiat~on, the I~P Coordinator 
\>d 11 also be a'.railabl~ to aid the inmate and the 1)ivi s~on 0:' Correction 
in developin,:; the HAP p!"Oposal. 

DURATION O!" CONTRACT . 
No MAP n.tireeI:lent i-lill be written by the Parole Cornissi.on, the 

- Di viRion of Correction and an inmate that is shnr-tp.r th:m n'1G hundr-eci 
e\:;h~~y (180) dn.y::; in le!1'3th t-lith the exception f)f clJnt!'n.ct::- ·.-l"'i.tt~n . 
with inT!'late~ in COIIlrnunity (:0T"rections which will be no ~hort<:r t:1;>n 
ninety (90) cay,,; in length. ":.'here will bp. no maxilUU!:". tirnp 1 ir.:it on 
the leng~h of a HAP agreer::ent ot.her' than the maximum lE''1ro:th :>f ser.! p.r-,=e 

- . c~J cl.llated by the manda:'cry re:t.~a8e ·~ate. 

. "-. Thp. parties to the np.!?"Qti.2.:'ilJn \·~ill include the inr.ate, the i·!lI.P 
:: ::COordlnator, n represet::8.ti ve of the institution, ~d tHn rn~nbers of the 
:-: p·p.;r>ole CommiR~5"on. Arran1'7:1'7;'l:S for the ne[;otiation: .,.;i J 1 b~ made b~r 

; -ths. :r'1AP Coordinator, "''ho r!ill hav~ revip.wed tbe ir.':1a ~e' s test results, 
::- (>~';~Ii lable pro:r2..InS, and t!1e inmate f s choices in a ,p.:'sonal meetins. 
-: :-~he ·Conrdinato'" will als(') h,we mad'? sure that alJ !'e!'tin'?nt inforr.;<ltion 

concerning thp. in::ate Hill have been distributed to oath institution 
and Parole Co~ission at least one week prior to th~ ti.~e of a~repment 
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neGotiation. Thus all parties to the agreement will cone to the negotiations 
'h'ith an aHareness of all necessary factual information. 

Agreement ne.c::otiation will take place ~lhere the inmate is housed on 
a special hearing date. The ~ffiP Coordinator will moderate the ne30tia
tions. A critical element of this process is that the inmates feel 
involvement and responsibility for what is expected of them, and come 
to' some conclusion about what they expect of themselves. The agreement 
will be openly negotiatBd and Vlill not be a prograM already put together 
and agreed upon by the institution and par~le authorities. All parties 
should be flexible enough so that inmates may be able to participate in 
a realistic p~oeram of their OHn choice. Inmates will be able to speak 
freely, as must the other parties, and to indicate Hhat they can and 
cannot do. Specific components of the aereement Hill be c1.e~~ and 
calltic'n will be b.ker. t.e 3S~I.'.re that inmates understand .the various 
components of the document. If the parties to the negotiation are unable 
to agree to the components of an agreement, the inmate Hill revert, with
out prejudice, to the general prison population and be subject to regular 
institutional care. This will also apply to individuals who were not 
successful in meeting the agreed to objectives. Any violation by an 
inmate of a law, rule or regulation while a party to the agreement will, 
however, result in appropriate disciplinary action being taken in accord
ance with existing Division policy. Such action may, if warranted, con
tinue after an individual is returned to regular institutional care. The 
agreement can be negated only by unsuccessful participation on the part 
of the inmate or by previously undisclosed information of major importance 
about the inmate. Either one of these can lead to renegotiation of the 
entire agreement. 

AGREEMENT SUSPENSION 

The Classification Counselor shall monitor all MAP contracts in his 
case load and shall report any violation of the agreement, either as a 
result of a disciplinary infraction, non-compliance with a program element 
or any other reason to the MAP Coordinator. If a violation of the HAP 
agreement is reported to the ~~P Coordinator~ the MAP Coordinator shall 
determine, under the terms of the agreement, whether the reported facts 
constitute a violation of specific agreement criteria. This nay involve 
conferring with the inmate, the Classification Counselor, other institu
tional staff or interested persons. If the MAP Coordinator determines 
that a violation has occurred, he must report the violation to the Parole 
Commission and furnish a copy of the report to the Division of Correction 
and the inmate as soon as possible. The HAP acreement shall be autonati
cally suspended during the period froo vjolation report until renegotiation, 
including parole dat~. -During the suspensjon period, the Division of 
Correction shall -deter::!1ine', in accordance Hi th established procedurp.s ~ 
~TIether the ir~ate should continue to have acc~ss to suspended resources. 
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Also, if infornation fo~erly Iwkr.o~TI about the inmate, whi~h might 
alter the classification st.atus and/o!'" linit any party:s'ability to meet 
the ~riteria of the aBr~~e~t, is brou~~t to the attention of the Division, 
the Parole Commission, or the ~~p r.oordinator, the innate shall be so in
form~d and thp. agreemer~ ~hall be i~eciately and automatically suspendedo 
A. ~lassi fieation hearins ',.;ill be h~:i.c as soon as po~sible to determine 
whether a chanee should b~ D~1e in the i~~atp'fs present classi~ication 
statufl and/or whether the inf:n"':natj or \ .. rill: in fact, linit any party's 
ability to meet the te~ of th~ a~rp.ecent. If it is so determined, then 
th~ ~f.reement shall he de~lared null an~ void. At ~uch time that all 
parties a,?:ree, a ne\ol agree:nen: may be negotiated. In the event that no 
~ha~ge in classific~tion st~tus is ~e~o~ended and it is determin~d that 
the new information will not limit ~n~' party's ability to meet the terms 
of the agreement, then the a~reernent shall be imnediately reinstated. 

AGRESMENT RENEGOTIATION 

Agreement renegotiation shall take place under the following circum
stances: 

1. The inmate requests it. 

2. The inmate has failed to meet the terms of the agreement. 

3. If a resource contracted for has become unavailable. 

4. If important inforoation formerly unknown is brought to the 
attention of the Division of Correction or the Parole Commission. 

In the event of rene~tiation, any or all agreements may be changed. 
The inmate's proposal(s) developed for renegotiatton will follow the same 
p!"Ocess as the original proposal development and the n~go·tiation procedure 
previouflly nescribed. Minor changes in the agreement of a non-disciplinary 
nature may be requested through a letter or meoo exchange between the in
stitutions and Parole Cornaission after consultation with the MAP Coordinator. 
The MAP Coordinator shall determine if ~he proposed change needs to be pro
cessed ~hrough the renegotiation procedure or can be resolved through corres
pondAnce exchange. Requests for changes or modifications in the agreement 
inj tiated th~uSl1 c("\r"~sp,:n:jenc-= ~r.t"\1~1C! be sisned by the Managing Officer 
and the inmate, and forw~~ded to the Parole Conmission through the P~P 
Coorriinator. The HAP Coordinator \o:ill also ensure that a timely response 
is rp.ceiveo to such requests. The Parole Commission may accept, reject 
or rpfer the proposed cha~~e through the established renegotiation procedure. 
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Should any party refuse to renegotiate a suspended MAP agreement, 
the original agreement will become null and void. The Division of 
Correction and the Parole Commission will fully document their reasons 
for refusing to renegotiate and advise the inmate accordingly. If the 
contract is not renegotiated, the inmate will revert to the normal 
parole process and will not be able to submit another proposal for 
consideration until after his next scheduled parole hearing. 

AGREEMENT COMPLETION 

Upon the completion of negotiations and the signing of the agreement, 
it will be made clear to. inmates that it is their responsibility to under
take the various programs which are necessary to meet the criteria, and 
that any difficulties should be brought to the attention of the MAP Coordi
nator. The following controls will be included in orci~r that the programs 
are completed according to schedule. 

1. The MAP Coordinator will closely monitor the progress of the 
inmate and make it a point to be aware of any problems the 
inmate may have. 

28 The HAP Coordinator will confer with the inmate on' a need basis 
or as requested by the inmate to review lack of progress or 
problems in meeting the criteria. 

3. Ten working days prior to completion of the agreement, the MAP 
Coordinator will begin the parole procedure by indicating to 
the Parole Commission that the inmate has successfully completed 
the program to date and recommending that the inmate be paroled 
on the agreed date. It is important that the parole machinery 
get underway at this time so that the inmate ,can be released on 
the promised date. 

4. If the inmate is unable to successfully complete the criteria, 
then renegotiation or cancellation will be in order. 

ARBITRATION OF CO~'TRACT DISPUTES 

The Maryland Advisory Board for Corrections, Pa.~le and Probation 
will serve as the sole and final arbitrator for any disputes regarding 
the fulfillment of MAP contr2ct terms. The Chairman of the Advisory 
Board shall' appoint three members to arbitrate any dispute referred to 
the Advisory Board. The three member panel will determine only the 
fulfillment of MAP contract terms and not the merit of these terms or 
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the reasons for failu~e tt.~ cO::1plete the terms. Any :'1.!.? contract failure 
will result in renego:iatio:1 as cescritec! in this :10del. 

PAROLE FOLLOW-UP 

Every individual who cart;>l etes the prograI!l "N"ill 'be on parole, and 
each will be the subject of a folloH-'J.~ for one year. The HAP Coordina
tor will acquaint the Division of Parole and Probation with the program, 
and will request a pe~iodic,report on parolee perfor::la11ce from the as
signed parole agents. Th~s report will include inforcation concerning 
employment and related data to be ~ade available for research and evalua
tion. 

" "~ 
' ..... - .. ' 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

The objectives for the program are: 

1.. In advance of an L"1dividual's parole eligibility to 
establish written, individualized, and objective terms 
agreeable to the Division of Correction, the Parole 
COmmission, and the in..."'late which if fulfilled 'Io."ill 
guarantee parole o~ an agr-eed upon date. 

2. To identify the in.."'lates V training/education needs both 
as perceived by the ir2nate and as perceived by the 
institutional staff. 

3. To identify the co~~ity and institutional resources 
available ~~ mee~ the ~test training/educational 
needs. 

4. To rn8tch i:1divic~al ir~ate needs ~~th co~~~ity and/or 
instttutio:1al ~eso~rces. 

5. To promote t~e cevelop~ent of any needed training/educa
tional services for progr'a:::J par:icipa.'1ts .. Thich are not 
already availa~le. 

.'~~-. 

" 

6. To achieve a r.i~' degree c~ ccrrela~ion bet~een type 
of trainin::/eO::'.lc3.tio:1al se~yL:es provicec a..~d the 
type of ac:.ual lon3-te!"4. e!t;Jlcy::.ent 0:' progr-c:..!!1 parti
cipants. 
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. Develo ProDosal 

MAP Coordinator 
Involvement 

Classi.fication 
Team Action 

Commissioner of 
Correction Action 

Negotiat~on with 
Parole Commission, 
_Inmate, Division, 

MAP Coordinator 

Normal 
Parole Hearing 

Process 
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Commission 

Review 
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Depanmaot of Public Satety tnd wrllCtiON! SONleSS 

DivISion 01 C<mllCtlOn 

MAP CONTRACT AGREEMENT 

Introduction 
___ I, 

• Undar the IIdrmnistr.tive proceduto3 $lIllib/Wlod bV the Maryland Perola Commialion an Inmate at the Maryland 
Division ot Correc:tlon. upon meeti"9 thQl eligiCliity qualitic.atiorul. mav nllQOtiata • 4p<SCl11c: parol. rel64ae data contingent upon 
~ ~ at muwally ilQlMO upon ClftIln8. 

Criteria 'Of Parole Re4_ 

1IiIIiiiriteriailiauld bGjow comp.ri&e 1M prOOCBm Uulf has b-.n mutuallv lIQfeeC upon batwMn ~ ....... 
-! and the Mary!A!nd PlII''''- Coolmialon on November- 9 , 1a::t:l-
1. Educadcn 

2. SkJiI Tr&Inmg Inmate will s'lccesst'ul.ly complete the MOHR Pipeti tting CQurse at MCTC 
no later than 4/30/78. Inmate will attend all scheduled classes with no unexcused 
absences. Satisfactory completion will be determined by the courae instructor 
baaed on inmate's successful completion of both written and practical te~t~. 

~ T~ Inmate will enter the 6/7/78 ~ 8/10/78 cycle of Junction Bridge. Inmate 
must attend all groups with no unexcused absences. Inmate must not be tardy for 
more than 2 groups during the cycle. He must remain infraction free ~a in the 
program and he must maintain :3atisfactory 'Jerk 5tatu3 on his in:st1tutional job. 
Inmate will take drug therapy on parole a~ directed by Parole Agent. 

4. ~ Wh1le at MeTe, inmate will not be convicted of an infractiQo, with a -
sentence of any actual segregation or 30 days or more euspended segregation. 
Inmate will not be convicted ot mor~ than one other infraction. Inmate will not 
be convicted of an infraction ~esulting in ranoval from the Camp Systet:n. Inmate
will not be convicted of more than one other 1nf~action while in the Camp System. 
Inmate will remain in a community correction program until paroled under the 
rul~s and regulations which have been astabli3hed by that program. 
6. Worit~t Inmate agrees to accept any in3titutional job a3:!1ignment which will 
not conflict with hi.:, completion of this contract.. Inmate will obtain fllll-time--
employt;nent within 60 days of date ot transfer to a cOOIllunity correction program. 
It inmate loses emljlloym~t through no fauJ.t of hi.5 own, he will have 30 days to - '-' -
obtain new fUll-time employment. Irrespective of the above, inmate U1U.:st be employed 

-_·_··tull-time· on his relea:3El date and for 30 day=s prior to hi3-·rele&.5&-· date-.... -··· -

IS. Qtjw Inmate will transfer to HCCS no later than 5/31/78. 
Inmate will be placed in a community correction program in Baltimore 

no later than 9/30/78. Within 30 days of his transfer inmate will negotiate a.. pro
grwn participation agreement with the program which will be in conformance with 
this MAP contract and shall include weekly counseling sessions with h1~assigned 
eOUD:'Jelor. 

Inmate will have a verified home and employment plan prior to relea~. on parol 
Farcle 0.18 

The Mcryl.llnd Parole CommilWlOn. ~ntin~r( ~pon 1!U4:C~ cam~ bV tha inmald 01 the above liald CIlt8lUa 
iIWI p.IfO!e the inIMt8 on pr 19_ N. 

DC Form 2flO. 8 (Jul771 

I 
I 

~- - .. ~- .. _---_.. . -.--. -- .-;-.. _------ .. _--- ... _._--- ._----:--------
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Agreemfffll cancellatIOn. n~"on or r&negou.anon Shell iaket place In accordance with Ihe Iflfmll dnd proviSIOns ot thll 
<Ipp/lcable Marylend Modei. Mutual Agrllament Programming. AU questlonll. I$SUM or dl5f)UI8S respecting deUlrmlnauon 01 
SUCCCSlltul COmphl!lon 01 lAny agreement CfII811a Shall be llaclaed bv the MAP Coordlilator. Pnor to hiS deciSIOn Ihe MAP 
Coordirnllor 5h<I1I consult Wllh both Inll Inmale and tne program start membttr wno maae tha tlvdlualion rElspticting .successtul 
completion and. in the Coordinator S diSCretion. ne may mediatEl and consun Jointly with th'e Inmate ana 51aH member rfJS!>!IC' 
ling sucil quesuon or dispute. The dltClSlOn 01 the MAP Coordinator shall btl In writing and shall 581 forth Itle taclI on whl¢h it 
ifi bU8d and sh~ stSIl! thll rsasons fOI thll aeclSlOn. 

Arbitrauon 

'::-.:' ~'MarVlaffil"'):l(llilieolV Soard lor CorrectioN. Parola and Probatlon will $8rve ea the sola and final arbitrator tor any 
dispytes r8Q5lding the lulfiliment 01 MAP comrliCt tl!f1T\S. The Clwfmlll1 ot tho AcMSOlY Boara $hall aPPOInt three ~ 
to- srbitr.,. any al.pule re{.,red 10 the AdvlSOIV Soard. The three meml>8t panel will detetmme only the tultillmlKlt ot MAP 
caOtrllCl terms an'd nOI the metlt at thesa terma or the rahOna lor lailure to complet" the IlIrms. Anv MAP COfIuact tallure wiU 
rOlll.lI, in ren!IQotIallOn as au.crrbed in the MAP Model. 

MAP Coo,diMlor 

The MAP Coordinliltat sh&II mo-nitor [he PlQgrat11 and c:enitv to IiIO M~nd Parole Commiuion that the ptogrem hli8 
be.f;n $tjc:caqtuUy completed. 

Inmate 

The inmattll h48 rud at has h&d read to him / her this conu.ct and tho MlIl'{land MAP Moaei and he/Ilhe aciulowledQee 
receiQl at • COllY of boch tI1Gteot. The inmate underaunda tNt Ii ha/ana wc:cae&1uUV complet~ the prOQram U ourlinoo 
he/ano will be pouolod on thlt dat81Ulted above. rne iNNIteZlQr_ 10 fOllow $/lid term .. and conditioM ot said documenu. If 
II t8IQUlce bec:omoe unavailable. tile illlNltllllQlNllIO r~wu.lQ( III IWIXtitute rllllOUrca. 

Marytand PorolG C<>mmiuion 

Upon cartifieation by the MAP Coorclif\a(OI' at contormance to the agrtMid upon crileria by IiIO Inmate. snd laclung any 
:subIIUntia4 ~ to en. conrrqIY. tM inmatll wU ~ p.lfoieG on th$ aOO\le jitaUid dale. 

OivWon of Correction 

The Oivision Ms reWiwed the 1H'0QI'llm cntw and sMilllIQ\fide the ~ progrlill'Ul alld ~ to ~ the in
ma •• to ',imoly complata the ptOQfIllm. if 41~ ~ uoavail5Ol.e. tho QillilAon wtil ptovide II wlmitute rOGOUrce. 

e.::- ... ". 

-~, _._' - . ~ 

----. --------- ... ~ 
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MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORR"ECTIONAL. SERVIC£S 

DIVISION OF CORRECTION 

6314 WINDSOR MILL. RD. BAL.TIMORE, MO. 21201 
_ I'HONIIl: '44-7021 

fOBERT J. I. A 1.L. Y. 

W OONAI.O POINTER . 
OC~T'" sec.",. ... ",.,. 

C:CU'''"TfOH. 

.1 .Dem #71-77 .- January l, 1978 

I 
I 

INFORMATION BULLc.'"'TIN 

SUBJECT: MAP ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

The Division of Correction, in cooperation with the Maryland Parole Commission, 
is expanding the Hutual Agreement Program (MAP). ~.AP is a form of contract parole 
authorized in accordance Ydth Art. 27, Sec. 700G of the Maryla~d Annotated Code, in 

I Which an inmate, the Division of Correction, and the Haryland Parole Commission enter
into an agreement establishing a definite parole release date contingent upon successful 
completion of inmate goals and objectives in the areas of skill training, education, 

II behavior, treatment and/or wurk assignment, etc. 

In July, 1977, MAP was expanded to all eligible i.."llIlates at the Maryland Correctional 
Training Center (MCTC). Previous to MCTC, MAP was operational at Community Corrections 

(L/':enters, Maryland Correctional Institution - Women (MCI-H) and CVRRC. Effective this date, 
\. 1 inmates who meet the eligibility ~"iteria at the Maryland Correctional Institution at 
Hagerstown (MCI-H) are hereby eligible for the MAP process. 

II The eligibility criteria established are set forth below. Those interested inmates 
at the Maryland Correctional Institution at Hagerstown who believe they meet the criteria 
listed below should contact their Classification Counselor. Inmates at the Community 

I Corrections, MCI-W, CVRRC, and MC!C will continue to follow established procedures for 
MAP at their respective institutions. 

I E:LIGIBIT..ITY RSQUI~EMEl'rrS 
A. TimE! Criteria 

I 
I 
I 

1. 

2 .. 

3. 

. 1 ". 40 

l-~' 

I 

The inmate must have -been sentenced to the jurisdiction of the Division of Correc
tion for a minimum of 90 day~ ,from the date of sentencing prior to ~AP contract 
proposal and negotiation. 

An inmate serving up to and including ten (10)' years cannot be more than two (2.) 
years from the first parole hear...ng. 

An inmate serving in excess o~ ten (lO)years must have had the first parole hearing 
and cannot be more than two (2) years from the next parole hearing • 

An inmate who has been refused a MAP contract at the negotiation hearing will not 
be permitted to submit anothe~ MAP proposal until the inmate has reached the next 
scheduled parole hearing date. 

...... - ... - -"---::.:.:o.'-~-"'--"-"'-
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5~ An inmate who has received a parole hearing which resulted in refusal of parole 
shall be ineligible for a MAP contract. 

6. If an inmate's current sentence statu~ resulted in the violation of a parole 
(technical or new offense parole violation), the inmate must have had the first 
parole hearing after the parole revocation hearing and cannot be more than two (2) 
years from the next parole he3ring regardless of sentence length. 

-7. If an inmate's current sentence status represents a violation of probation which 
resulted from a new offen~e, the inmate must have had the first parole hearing and 
cannot be more than two (2) years from the next parole hearing regardless of s<;:!nt!3nce 
length. 

8. If an inmate's current sentence repr~sents the third or more 'major adult incarcera
tion (sentence of six (6) months or more) from any jurisdiction, the inmate must 
have had the first parole hearing and cannot be more than two (2) years from the 
next parole hearing. 

9. Inmates serving sentences on which the Parole Commission does not have exclusi7e 
authority to parole will not be eligible for MAP negotiations. These include: 

a. Life sentences 
b. -Contempt of Court (Domestic) 
c. Interstate Corrections Compact Pri~oners 
d. Mandatory Release Violations 
e. Mandatory sentences ~ prescribed by the Annotated Code of Maryland 
f. All detainers not included in Section B, following. 

Detainers 

1. The following detainers will ~ eliminate eligibili ty: 

a. Payable fines 
b. Support payments 
c. Restitutions 
d. Concurrent. ~:"·!.';~r.:c~,s that will expire on or before the current sentence ·tli~h 

~pproval of the ju~isdiction. 
e. Any consecutive sent,mee of thirty (30) days or less t.o be served L"l lccal 

jurisdictions. 
f. Any other detainer that will not effect parole discharge f~om the present 

sentence. 

Durat£on·of Contract 

1. NO MAP~agreement 'Hill be written by the Parole Commission, the Division of ~o~r~ction 
an~'an1nmate for a period of less than 180 days, ~ith the exception of contracts 
for those inmates in Community Corrections which will be written for a period of 
no less-than-gO. days. --- ... --
-~... ----.- --

2.. There will be no maximum time limit on the length of a ~~ agreement other than the 
-, ma:niWm: length.of scmtence calculated by: the .mandatory release date. \ 

-----_._----

) 

I-
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1. Before eligible to prQpose a HAP contract, an inmate must wait 5i% (6) months after 
having been returned to greater security, a loss of good conduct credit, release 
from segregation, termination of prQbation or any other disciplinary restriction. 

2. Infractions which are handled by cOUDsel and reprimand, incident reports, on the 
spot reports or. Community Corrections in-house discipline pr~cedures will not be 
considered sufficiently serious to prohibit eligibility for MAP application regard
less of date of occurrence. 

E. Escape 

1.. Any inmate who escapes from an institution will not be eligible to propose a HAP 
contract for a period of one (.1) year from the date of return to Division· custody. 

2. In those cases where minimum security programming is deemed desirable and appropri
ate prior to completion of the two (2) year stipulation of DCR 100-3 and DCR 100-14, 
it will be necessary to secure a waiver under standard proc?dures prior to MAP 
contract proposal. ; 

3. L~ cases where waivers are not approved, proposed MAP contracts should not require 
a transfer to minimum security prior to expiration of the normal two (2) year period. 

F. Psychological Evaluation:! 

1. An inmate who falls in my one of the following categories must have had a psycho
logical and/or psychiatric' evaluation within one (1) year preceding HAP application. 

a. Murder or Manslaughter off'en~ (present or past) 
b. Sexual offense (pre5ent or past) 
c. Pattern of serious assaultive behavior; i.e., conviction for assault with intent 

to maim, etc. (also consider any pattern of assaultive behavior' while in the 
institution within the year preceding eM" consideration). 

d'. Incapacitating chronic mental il.lnes:s. 

2. Any inmate being considered for MAP may be r~uired to. have a current psychological 
and/or psychiatric evaluation at the di"cr-etion of the Cla.s3if1cation Team. 

G.. Verification of Prior Record 

The inmate's base file with a certified crimin.al hi:stor"Y (F .!S.I. and/or P.S.I. reports) 
must be available at the time of MAP proposal development. 

I~ 
1

'- D1:stribut1on 
1\, 
S-Inmates at MCI-H and MCTC 

I~ -a...:::: .. ~---- .. - '-- -.. -- .. _. --- . -----.- - ---"- -.. _. __ ,,_ .. 
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CCR NO. 280 - 10 
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SUB..JE:CT: RELEASE AND PAROLE 

TiTLE: MAP Negotiations 

I Process 
--,--------------~----~~~~----~ 
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I. Reference: DCR 280 - 8; OCR 280 - 9 
'-'1--'1'" ~ ,! 
~~ ',--" 

Applicable to: All Institutions 'JAN 2 5 1978 

III. Purpose: TO set forth the procedures invo~M~NinF~e~ 
Pre-Negotia tion Process, w,e Agr~eh£AYMr..lil~ 
Negotiation, Agreement Viol~ions/Suspension, 
Agreement Renegotiation and the Agreement 
Completion in the MAP programo 

IV. Procedure: 

A. Pre-Negotiation Process 

10 Upon meeting eligibility criteria for MAP application 
and proposal development, the inmate has the respon
sibility to contact his· Classification Counselor if 
he 'is interested in the program. 

a. The Classification Counselor will explain the 
program and eligibility criteria, supple
menting information previously provided to 
the inmate in the Inmate Manual, appropriate 
DCIB, and orientations at ru:x::c and the r.e
ceiving institution. The inmate will be pro
vided with the necessary forms and proposal 
worksheets by the Counselor as required. 

b. The Classification Counselor or the Classifi
cation Team will verify if the inmate is, in 
fact, eligible and interested in the MAP pro
gram and designate this on DC Form 280 - lOa 
MAP Eligibility and Orientation Form.. This 
form will be signed by the inmate indicating 
that he has read, has had explained to him 
and understands why he is or is not eligible 
and when he will be eligible for MAP pro
gramming. Upon completion of this form, it_ 
will be placed in the inmate's base file. 
Any disputes regarding eligibility will be 
referred by the inmate to the Managing Officer. 

---'--
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OCR 280 - 10 

....• -. ___ ... 2.. ...... _when MAP eligibility is verified, the Classification 

3. 

Counselor will refer the inmate to the MAP staff for 
specific MAP orientation. orientation by the MAP 
staff is intended to resolve any additional questions 
which the inmate may have, provide technical assis
tance, guidance to the inmate for his proposal 
development, and any other fonns or worksheets 
(DC Form 280 - lOb) which the inmate may need for 
proposal development. Orientations will be conducted 
within a reasonable period of time ~oth individually 
and in groups on an institution to institution basis. 
as the demand and situation requires. 

Upon' completion of the orientation, the inmate may 
fODnally proceed with proposal(s) development. Any 
inmate wh~ meets the eligibility criteria must be 
allowed to s~l:mi t a MAP prop'osal (s ) . The inmate, 
with the assistance of his Classification Counselor, 
MAP Coordinator, and institutional resource personnel 
as required, will develop a preliminary proposal(s). 
'!he inmat.e wili not be limited to a single proposal 
and may develop several proposals or alternatives 
indicating preferences at this time. MAP staff will 
be readily available on a regular basis in each 
institution, and Classification Counselors will 'refer 
inmates to the MAP staf~ for assistance and guidance 
as required during this process. 

a. The Classification Counselor should provide 
guidance and advice to the inmate during this 
phase of the proceedings and discourage 
fri vol cus and unr.eal is tic propo sal s • The· 
Classification Couns3lor, however, should 
avoid dictating the proposal(s) to the inmate, 
and the proposal ( s) should reflect the de
sires. of the inmate and will be his position 
at negotiation. 

b. The proposal(s) at this stage should be as 
specific as possible, however, the precise 

-2-
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DCR 280 - 10 

langUage, resource and service delivery 
dates, and technical details will be 
finalized by the MA~ staff. 

When the prelbninary development of the contract 
proposal has been completed by the inmate with the 
assistance of t~e Classifieation Counselor and MAP 
staff, the MAP Coordinator will forward the inmate's 
proposal(s) (a final MAP agreement worksheet) to 
the designated Classification Team for review under 
provisions of OCR 100 - 1 and DCR 100 - 5. However, 
the inmate's presence is ~ required during this 
classification review. A MAP Coo~dinator will be 
present to provide technical assistance, but will 
be a non-voting member of' the Classification Team • 

. ao Individual institutions should make every 
effort to coordinate Classification Team . 
review of MAP proposal(s) as much as possible 

.to avoid $imultaneous reviews in separate 
institutions. 

be Scheduling of Classification Team review of 
MAP proposals will be coordinated with the 
MAP office. 

5. The function of the Classification Team review of the 
inmate's proposal is to establish the negotiating 
position of the Division of Correction in relation 
to the inmate's proposal(s). 

~. Where feasible the Classification Team should 
indicate alternative .training and/or educatron 
programs available that would not affect the 
Division of Correction's approval of the MAP 
proposal. 

b. The Classification Team should also indicate 
specific parameters concerning the time 

-3-
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frames in which each element of the ~~P 
proposal is acceptable to the Division 
of Correction during negotiation with 
the Parole Commission. These parameters 
will provide the Division of Correction 
representative with a flexible yet limi
ted bargaining position at MAP negotiations. 
At th;s point, the pre-negotiation summary 
will be prepared (DC Form 280 - 10C-R MAP 
Pre-Negotiation Summary FOr.m). 

The recommendation of the Classification Team as to 
the Division of Correction's negotiating parameters 
will be forwarded to the Managing Officer for final 
institutional approval on DC For.m 280 - 10d MAP 
Agreement Parameter Classification Sheet. 

a. If the Managing Officer disagrees with· 
the Classification Team recommendation, he 

_will indi9ate what he considers to be 
suitable Division of Correction negoti
ating parameters and return it to the 
Classification Team for further review. 
Once the Managing Officer concurs with 
the negotiating parameters developed by 
the Classification Team, the recommended 
parameters will then be forwarded to the 
MAP Coordinator for scheduling for multi
institutional review to occur within 
fifteen (15) working days of receipt unless 
prevented by exceptional circumstances~ 

bo The MAP Coordinator will forward to. the 
designated members of the Multi-Insti
tution,al Classification Committee a Pre
negotiation Summary previously prepared 
by Classification Counselor and MAP 
proposal for each inmate and recommended 
Division of Correction negotiating para
meters to be reviewed five (5) working 
days prior to the multi-institutional 
review. 

-- .. -_. __ .. __ .... -_._. - ...... --.-- -- ... __ ._---------
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c. Also at this time, the MAP Coordinator 
shall forward a copy of the inmate's MAP 
.proposal( s) to the Parole Commission for 
-their review. 

7. The ~ulti-Institutional Classification Committee 
will be comprised of the Managing Officer from 
each institution, including Community Corrections, 
the Director of Work Release and the commissioner 
of Correction. The Managing Officer and Work 
Release Director may designate his/her representative 
on this co~nittee and that representative will have 
the· authority of the Managing Officer in all actions ~ 
of that committee. This representative will be a 
Classification Counselor at the level of Senior 
Counselor, Senior Work Release Representative, or 
above. In the case of community corrections, any 
representative to this committee must be a 
Cor~ections specialist III or above • 

a. The Multi-Institutional Classification 
Committee will be chaired by the Com
missioner or his representative. A MAP 
Coordinator will be present at all com
mittee meetings to present each inmate's 
MAP proposal. 

b. The Multi-Institutional Classification 
Committee will meet regularly but not 
less than once a week to review all 
multi-institutional MAP proposals. 

Co The- MAP office will be responsible to 
$cnedule the docket for this committee 
Q~'a weekly basis in a manner that will 
~llow for the review of all cases that 
q~ve been submitted to the MAP office 
from the various institutions during the 
Etr:V~ous week. 

-5-
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8. The purpose of the Multi-Institutional Classification 
Committee is to review the inmate's MAP proposal(s) 
and the recommended Division of Correction negoti
ating parameters. 

a. This committee will approve, or modify, as 
the situation dicta~es and finalize the 
appropriate negotiation position of the 
Division ~f Correction. 

b. At this time the committee will also con
firm and guarantee the availability of 
.all resources in the recommended negoti
ating parameters. 

c. The action of the team will be by majority 
vote. Only institutions involved in the 
proposal, including the originating.insti
tution and work release, when applicable, 

.will vote,on the Division of Correction 
negotiating parameters. 

d. The commissioner or his representative. 
will vote only in the case of tie votes. 

e. The team action'will be effective after 
two (2) wor~ing days unless disapproved 
by the Commissioner. 

f. 

(1) In the case where the Commissioner 
disapproves the recommended 
Division of Correction negoti
ating parameters, they will be 
sent back to the Multi-Insti
tutional Classification Committee 
for further action. 

All final negotiating parameters approved 
by the Commissioner will be forwarded by 
the MAP Coordinator to the designated 
Division of Correction negotiation repre
sentative five (5) working days prior to 
the next scheduled negotiation session. 

-6-
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B. Agreement Negotiation 

1. The parties present at the final MAP negotiation 
session will include th'i inmate, the MAP Coordinator, 
a Division of Correction: t'epresentative and two 

I 

(2) members of the Parole. Commission. The inmate's 
Classification Counselor should be present at negotiation 
sessions but is not required. 

2. The Division of Correction representative(s) will 

\ 

I' 

be a staff memb&r of the institution where the 
negotiation session is being conducted. This repre
sentative(s) will be designated by the Managing 
Officer and will have the rank of senior Classifi
cation Counselor or above. This representative(s) 
may be the ~ame, individual who represents the insti
tution on the Multi-Institutional Classification 
Committee. 

a. The Division of Correction representative(s) 
will hav~'the authority to commit the Division 
to contract agr.eements providing the final 

b. 

MAP agreement does not exceed the parameters/ 
alternatives established in the pre-negotiation 
process. 

The Division of Correction representative's 
negotiation position will have been estab
lished as described in the pre-negotiation 
process, indicating those programs and dates 
which are negotiable, program alternatives 
and maximtUn and minimum time frames and 
conditions. 

While the Division of Correction represen
tative(s) will have flexibility in negotiation 
proceeaings, the representative(s) will sup
port the primary proposal approved during the 
pre-negotiation process. Beyond the parameters 
~stablished in the proposal during the pre
liesotiatibn process, the Divis ion of Correction ----- "'- -.. . 

~;:.--:- .. 
-7-
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repres~ntative(s) will have the authority 
to lengthen or shorten the duration of 
the contract by no more than six (6) months 
in either direction. 

d. The Division of Correction representative(s) 
may not add or subtract specific program 
elements (education, skill training, work 
release, community corrections, etc.) other
wise not specified as suitable alternatives 
in the pre-negotiation proposal. 

e. When the Division representative(s) has 
negotiated a length of contract change of 
six (6) months or less in either direction, 
he will Uronediately confirm through the . 
MAP Coordinator that the time change does 
not affect service delivery. Confirmation 
will be made on the spot at ~~e negotiation 
session P!ior to sign off. 

In the case where the Parole commission makes a counter 
proposal beyond the limits of the parameters/ 
alternatives 'established during pre-negotiation 
and beyond the Division representative's bargaining 
position, the counter proposal will be subject to 
review by the Multi-Institutional Classification 
Committee. 

a. The counter proposal made by the Parole 
Commission wil.l be made in specific terms 
and explained thoroughly to the inmate at 
the negotiation session and only with his 
concurrence will the counter proposal be 
referred by the MAP Coordinator to the 
Multi-Institutional Classification Committee 
for reconsideration. 

b. The Multi-Institutional Classification 
Committee will determine if the counter 
proposal is acceptable to the Division 

-8-
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of Correction. If acceptable, resources 
will be reconfirmed, the case will be 
forwarded through the established pre
negotiation procedure, and the MAP agree
ment approved through correspondence. 

c. If the Division of Correction, through the 
Multi-Institutional Classification Com
mittee does not approve the counter pro
posal of the Parole Commission, they will 
fully document the reasons, suggest any 
other available alternatives, and forward 
the case through the established pre-
negotiation procedure to the next available ; 
negotiation session. 

d. If agre~ent cannot be reached after two 
(2) negotiation sessions, the inmate will 
revert, without prejudice, to the normal 
parole process and will not be eligible to 
submit ~other proposal until after his 
next scheduled parole hearing unless ~ 
parties agree that further negotiation 
would be beneficial. 

The MAP Coordinator will moderate the negotiation 
session and will be responsible to clarify all 
points of view, ensuring that all parties to the 
negotiation are given equal time to present their 
proposal. . 

a. The MAP Coordinator will further ensure 
the con~ract language is in objective 
terms, acceptable and understandable to 
all parties. 

b. The final contract will be written on 
DC Form 280 - 8 (Jul. 77) MAP Contract 
Agreement. 

-9-
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SG The inmate will be able tOI speak freely, as must the 
other parties, to indicate wha"': they can and cannot 
do. Specific components of the agreement will be 
clear; caution will be taken to ensure that inmates 
understand the various components of the agreement. 

C. Agreement Violations/SUspension 

1. The Classification Counselor shall monitor all 
MAP contracts in his case load and shall report 
any violation of the agreement, either as a 
result of a disciplinary infraction, non-compliance 
with a program element or any other reason to the 
MAP Coordinator. ~ 

a. When a violation of the MAP agreement is 
reported to the MAP Coordinator (DC Form 
280 - 10e (MAP Violation Report), the MAP 
Coor.dinator shall deter.mine, under the 
terms of the ~greeme.nt, whether the re-

. ported facts constitute a violation of 
specific agree.'11ent cri.teria. This may 
involve conferring with the inmate, the 
Classification Counselor, other institu
tional staff or interested persons. 

b. If the MAP Coordinator determines that a 
violation has occurred, he must report 
the violation to the Parole Commission 
and furnish a copy of the report to the 
Division of Correction and the inmate as 
soon as possible. 

(1) The MAP agreement shall be auto
matically suspended during the 
period from violation report 
until renegotiation, including 
parole date. 

(2) During the suspension period, 
the Division of Correction 

-10-
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shall determine, .in accordance 
with established' procedures, 
whether the inmate should con
tinue to have access to suspended 
resources. 

2. If information formerly unknown about the inmate, 
.which might alter the classification status and/or 
limit any party's ability to meet the criteria of 
the agreement, is brought to the attention of the 
Division, .the Parole Commission, or the MAP Coordi
nator, the inmate shall be so informed and the 
agreement shall be Unmediately and automatically 
suspended. :' 

a. A classification hearing will be held as 
soon as possible to determine whether a 
change should be made in the inmate's present 
classification status and/or whether the in
formation will, in fact, limit any party's 

-apility to meet the terms of the agreement. 
If it is so determined, then the agreement 
shall be declared null and void. 

b. At such time that all part ies agree, a new 
agreement may be negoti.ated. 

c. In the event that no change in classifi
cation status is recommended and it is 
determined that the new information will 
not limit any party's ability to meet the 
terms of the agreement, then the agreement 
shall be ~ediately reinstated. 

D. Agreement Renegotiation 

1. Agreement renegotiation shall take place under the 
following circumstances: 

a. The inmate requests it. 

b. The inmate· has. failed to meet the terms 
of the agreement. 

-11-
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Co If a resource contracted for has become 
unavailable. 

de If important information formerly tlnknown 
is brought to the attention of the Division 
0# Correction or the Parole Commission. 

- . 
20 In-the event of renegotiation, any or all agreements 

may be changed. The inmate's proposal(s) developed 
for renegotiation will follow the same process as 
the original proposal development and the negotiation 
procedure previously described. 

a. Minor changes in the agreement of a non-
disciplinary nature may be requested 
through DC Form 280 - 10f MAP Contract 
Amendment Form between the institutions 
and Parole Commission after consultation 
with the MAP Coordinator. The lAAP 
Coordinator shall determine if the pro-

'posed change needs to be processed through 
the renegotiation procedure or can be re
solved through correspondence exchange. 

b. Requests for change~ or mOdifications in 
the MAP agreement initiated through the 
Con:t.ract Amendment FC)rm should be signed 
by the inmate,' the Counselor, the SUper
visor and the Managing Officer and for
warded to the Parole Commission through 
the MAP Coordinator. 

Co 1he'MAP Coordinator will also ensure that 
__ . _ _ . _.a :timely re spons e is rece i ved to such 

-. - - ';; . .:,... _ .. requests .. 

~.:-~ ¥h'ji'. -Pa~rb-l'e~ Commi's:sion may accept, reject 
::: --:-or::r~iEn;"-t.he· 'proposed change through the 

~stablished renegotiation procedure. - :. :; - ~-. ::- -.... ~ ..... ::" .: -,. ~.~.-. ..--

J.. _Shou.ld any party refuse to renegotiate a suspended 
l1A,p i91:_e:~e_ri~t.~,.th':e, ~ortgina'l: agreement will become 
nul r -ana 'vo=fa. = ';. ,- .... 

. ... --.--~ 
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ao The Division of .Correction and the Parole 
Commission will fully .. document their reasons 
for refusing to renegotiate and advise the 
inmate accordingly. 

\ 

b. If the contract is not renegotiated, the 
inmate will revert to the nonnal parole 
process and will not be able to submit 
another proposal for consideration until 
after his next scheduled parole hearing. 

The Maryland Advisory Board for Corrections, Parole 
and Probation will serve as the sole and final 
arbitrator for any disputes regarding the fulfilbnent 
of MAP contract terms. The Chairman of the Advisory .
Board shall appoint three members to arbitrate any 
dispute referred to the Advisory Board. The three 
member panel will determine only the fulfillment of 
MAP contract terms and not the merit of these terms 
or the reasons for failure to complete the terms. 
Any MAP contract failure will result in renegotiation 
as described in the MAP Model (DCR 280 - 8). 

E. Agreement Completion 

1. Upon the completion of negotiations and the signing 
of the agreement, it will be made clear to the 
inmate that it is his/her responsibility to under
take the various programs which are necessary to 
meet the criteria, and that any difficulties' should 
be brought to the attention of the MAp· Coordinator. 

2. The following controls will be included in order 
that the programs are completed according to 
schedule. 

a. The MAP Coordinator will closely ~onitor 
the progress of the inmate and make it a 
point to be aware of any problems the 
inmate may have. 

o. The MAP Coordinator will confer with the 
inmate on a need basis or as requested by 
the inmate to review lack of progress or
problems in meeting the criteria·. 

-13-
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c. Ten working days prior to completion of 
the agreement, the MAP Coordinator will 
begin the parole procedure by indicating 
to the Parole Commission on DC Form 
280 - 109 that the inmate has successfully 
completed the program to date and recom
mending that the inmate be paroled on the 
agreed date. It is important that the 
parole machinery get underway at this time 
so that the inmate can be released on the 
promised date. 

do If the inmate is unable to successfully 
complete the criteria, then renegotiation 
or cancellation will be in order. 

v. Rescissions: 

Distribution 
A 
C 

conunissioner 

.. 

-14-
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MARYLAND 

OEPARTMENT OF PUBUC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

DIVISION OF CORRECTION 

MAP EUGIBIUTY 

. I, ____________________________ ~ 
have read or have had read and understand 

Name and Institution # 

the MAP eligibility criteria. Check below: 

o I understand that I am eligible for the MAP program and it is my responsibility 
" to request an orientation to MAP through my Classification Counselor. 

o J am hereby requestinG a MAP orientation. 

o I understand that I am not eligible because 

------------------------------------------------------------ ~ 

Date Inmate Signature 

Witness 

MAP ORIENTATION 

I, ________________ 1 have attended an orientation with a MAP 
Name and Institution # 

Coordinator ~nd understand the MAP procedure. I understand that it is my responsibility, 
to develop a MAP proposal with my Classification Counselor if I am interested. I also 
understand that I will have my regular parole hearing as scheduled if I am not interested 
in MAP. My Classification Counselor is _______________ _ 

Date Inmate 

Map Coordinator 

DC Form 280-10A (Jui-n) 

-. - .. -- --... _- --- ... _." - -.. -.- _._-- --
------ ~--"-. - ._.! ...... -- •• _-

:f'" ______ _ 
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I MARY~ND 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC SAFETY AND CORREcnONAL SERVICES 

~ 
DIVISION OF CORRECTlON 

MAP AGREEMENT WORK· SHEET ' ,. 

I 
,Propoaed Criteria 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I •. ~ 

, , 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1. Education 

2.. Skill Training 

3. Treatment 
-: 

4 . - Behavior 

5. Work Assignment 

6. Other 

Inmate/s'Name ------------------
Number ______________ __ 

Desired Release Date Date This Sheet Prepared 

Institution __ .. ___________ _ 

. I· ~ .... i --OCFORM2S0-10B (Jul-nl 

I 
---.~- ._----.. -.... -,.;.:;:..-



MARYLAND I 

l:'~ 
: '-OePARTMENT OF PUBUC SAFETY ANO CORRECTlONAL SERVICES 

DIVISION OF CORRECTION 

,MAP PRE-NEGOTJAnON SUMMARY 

I Name ------.------------ #_------ Institution 

I 
DOB ----- Present Age --- Race --- Marital Status --- Education ------------
La~Addr~ ______________________________________ . ___________________________________ _ 

Proposed Parole Residence __________________________________ _ 

Occupation _________________________________________ _ 
SS /I 

I Offense (s) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

I Sentence (s}&...... ________________________ _ Total ___________ _ 

Received ______ _ 
Current Expiration -----""!7:-----

I 
From 

Drug Problem ________________ , _____ _ Alcohol Problem ___________ _ 

I · Previous Adutt C<1nvictioM: (Attached extra sheet if necessary) 
, Date L.ocailon OffeNSe 

I). 

I 
I Pi'evioua Employment: 

Data emptoy,",_ 

I 
I 

Type of Work 

I ~ Parole HMrln_98_= __ I_'f_n_o_ne, date of first schedlJled parole hearing) 

I Irwdtutionsi DJsclpUne: (Majer andrTiiiio"r infractions) 
D..- Intraction - - --".., --------

OC Form 2SO-10C-R (Jul· n, 
I~~ . . 
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MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF- PUBUC: SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL. SERVICES 

DIVISION. OF CORRECTION. 

.... ~ :. 

MAP Agreementl Parameter
Ctaaffication Sheet-

.' ).' . 
..., "~'''.' 

--..."...---~--" ...... -- .. -"-'--' '; .. ;; .. '~ .. :". 

N~a~m~&~==-==::::::=====-_""_" " __ <":-: "_'_" If!: ___ --:-_ Inst:... _~~ _____ ~~'_-_-_-_:"'~~::::-:/:f~~:':" 
. ..:.. ... ". , 

... ~: ~::~~.'- ~ 
~ --- ~. --:-... "- ~". 

". ;. ',.,;: 
:'. , .~ 

.... <. :" - .r-r---- --'---' 1_:- L.J Negotiation-

. -O·Renegotia-ti-o-n-. -

institutional Classification T earn· ..... 
'-:..: ...... " . ,~ . 

I 
I 
I 
I 

t· 
I 
I 
I 

I 
Cf 
I 

.. - .. _-_._------- ", t .. 

,Proposed Criteria and .Parameters:-

1 ~ Educational program alternatives and date alternatives: 

! . 

• ' .. ' -. .... <"'- 1..,~'.:., .. ' ....... ".~",.::~;, ." 'f': .. ~ ... ~ '.~: .. ;? -.::: . 
.. ----_. -- '_.-. .. .:.:;' 

'. :;/ eo _' • 

. , '.-
..... 

~ - .' 
---~-.; - . -'--: -;-. ' 

",,::: 

.... .- ...... " 

" 2.. Skill Training' programs and datea£tematives: 

.' 

'- ~~,' 
.'. '.' . ,_= .... r~~~':"' ___ ... - .:--..... _.~ .... 

~ BehaviClra~attematives:. 

-,... :. ...... -

,_ • .: .... t;. .. ~ '. .... :~ .. -. ", ... .... . 
" .. - .- _.- ~,.- -. _._ .... ---_ .......... -... - . 

. ~: : ~.:......-s~:~ ... :::~;~·t~~ .. :--'-... ~_-- .. -~- ... -:.~ 
.:- .... 

DCForrrr-- 2SCI-100~ [Jul-m 
., . .... .. 

----------------~ -----_ .. 

Multi-Institutional Review ....... 
--_. -_ ...... _- ::.-.---, ~d~~,;~-
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.. 
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MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC SAFETY AND CORRECilONAL SERVices 

DIVISION OF CORRECTION 

MAP VIOLA nON REPORT 

Date of Name _________ _ 
#_--- Violation ____ _ Inst. 

I A-gre~~nt -;l~~~; (-s}i~ violation: __________________________ _ 

I 
I 
I Facts surrounding violation: 

I 
I 
I> 
1·-------------

Steps taken by inmate to avoid violation: _________________________ _ 

I 

I--------------------~-
I 
I Steps taken by staff to avoid violation: _________________________ _ 

1------------------------" I· 

I: 
'-'~ -------
I ~c Form ~-10E (Jul-771 

- -- --;- .. ~ .. ---..... -.. ~ .. +----. -....... 



I MARYLAND 
OEPARTMENT OF puauc SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

- ~,. . DIVISION OF CORRECT10N 

l MAP CONTRACT AMENDMENT FORM 

I 
I 
I 

Name 

Contract clause ( s) to be changed: 

1-------
Additions and/ or deletions to be made: 

I 
I --"Rationale for proposed changes: 

I 

I Counselor recommendations: 

I 
llilniafe· . 

Date 

#_------ Inst. ________ _ 

. ..... - - .. - Counselor 

._--'.---_ .. _-- •. -._--_._. _ .. " ... - .. 

---~-----------.-. -

I ____________ o_a_t_e __________ --~_u_p_e_r\l_is_o_r-_._ . 

I· -, \ ,.:.... ______ ~---=:'!:D..::=at~e~_-_-_------~!!..I'!~gif1g Offic:~r_. 

fj' ~Iease use ad~itional sheets 'if necessary'-, - ,------------------,---_._-

I :bdFo~;oo~~OF' (Jul-n) 
'-'-~-- - -- -'- '-- . -_.-.' , - , ,.-
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Inmate 

~ -~ ~ ~---~--.---

MARYLAND 

OEPAR'iMENT OF PUBUC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 
DIVISION OF CORRECTION 

COMPlETlON CERTIFiCA nON FOR' . 
MAP AGREEMENT 

Date' .. --- ., 

# 

Date of MAP Agreement • Date of Compietion and 
Parole Date 

Action being certified by this form : _________ , ________ _ 

As agreed to by the inmate, the following events and accomplishments 
have occurred during the MAP Agreement: 

1. Education 

2. SkmTraining _____________________ _ 

3. Treatment 

4. 
8ehavior ________________________________________________ __ 

DC FORM 2SO-10G (Jul-n) 

----- ---- -------=~-

------
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CONNECTICUT TRAP TREATMENT MODEL 
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-------~------'---------------------

_II The TPAP ~gram ~hilosophy and operations lS char~cterized by a multi-modality 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

approach of un~terrupted treatment. The TRAP Programs .will continue to utilize the 

I 
Behavioral Studies Approach consistLig of le~ing and coping skills for recovering . 

addicts. The Behavioral Studies Approach for the TRAP Programs is designed to contraryt. 

the specific issue of cinlg abuse by exposing' clearly to the par"ticipcnt the physiological,. 

social, psycholcgical, and eI1VircThT.ental factors tr.at contribute to drug abuse. The 

philosophy of "the approach is to help the ~ate learn about hiuself so that he can 

choose to change his beravior. The Behavioral Studies Approach stre~ses that an irmate 

is capablt: of: effectively governing his life, of actir.g ID3.turely, c..id adapting 
. . .. l • 

socially, if he is prepared to urlderstand hurran behavior and the variables that rraintain 

it. All TPAP staff are fully trained and experienced as facilitators of the Behav10ral 

Studies Progran!. 

R<=-;'av~ '""'r": '-: .... <,: .. / .... _ ...... ..L._ c:.....;,. - \..IA _ .. 

# I The Behaviocal Study Program within 1:r,e conte;.:t of the TPJ\P COlTimUI1ities is 

unique in that it brings to cognitive a~·JarE:r.ess, r.ot "that tolhich is "repressed" bu,!= those 

I adaptive, conscious processes e.r.,j "bi-:s of infomation" that t-iere never' acquired or 

I 
I 

sufficiently related to ce usee. t:l the ir:divi<:!!..:al. The "Behavior S1:Udy Class" is an 



I opportunity for relatively safe involvement with an "other" and provides a laboratory 

.of practice, experience, and mastery of the skills presented. l"bdels of desired 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

humm behavior, including specific a tti tuck:!s, assumptions, -rhought construc~s,_:·:.·.· ... 

information, concepts and va.lues compatible with adaptable social responses_ are . -... - .. ,_ 

presented in general. The Behavioral Study Program is a non-threatening therapeutic 

educational program; each participant has the opportunity of exploring new.approaches 

to living. . :··t.-

t---. .. -
.!.J.\.-~ 

The Philosophy of the Beha.vior Study Program VIi thin TRAP .-.". .. 
0' 

A. Criteria for Educational/Therapeutic Trainii'1g Technique (Behavioral Study Program) 
. . .::- ;';", 

Imminently needed for the L~cessant strengthening of present drug abuse treatmentl 
service at C.C.r. -Somers and C.C.r. -Enfield is an effective, regularlya'jailable 
educational/therapeutic training technique that fulfills the following criteria: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Is available to rrost inmates at C.C.I. -Somers and C.C.I. -Enfield. 
. __ .... 

Effected by trained "prraprofessionals rt rather than dependent on 
psychiatric'or Ph.D. personnel. 

Is readily adaptable to a correctional facility. 

Tends to avoid psychiatric labels. 

. .,,~ .. 
... -' 'I:' 

.. .... . -_ ..... _ ... 

5. Focuses on specific problems and behaviors. 

6. Has the capability of creating an awareness that every participant 
is a help giver, as well as a help taker in that he contributes persqnal 
views to the group. ~.: l . .:.: ..... .:::::-e: 

B. Theorists Sug,gestinp; the Development of an Educational/Therapeutic Technique I Through the Behavioral Studv Class: : .. _ :p 
. ___ -.:''':'-'1 

Educational therapy is a synthesis of ideas postulated by many investigators: 

I O.H. Mowrer, Integrity Therapy; Ellis, Rational-E.mtive PSj'c:hotherapy; Gla[·ser, Reality 
Therapy; Bandura, i'bdeling; r.:;olddiar.ond, Ber.avioral Analysis; E. Berne, Transactional 
Analysis; Gestalt Therapy; Alcoholics Anonym:::ms; Da.ytop Therapy; arrong others . 

" . 1 (See pages 33-34 for explanation.) 

A significant r:ortion of'the foIIO'."ing infcrma:tion including pp. 20-32 is a 
condensation of research work and original thought c:crr.pleted by Dr. :Y.>nald Pet, fO!"r.1er 
Direc:tor of the Alcohol and !)r1Jg Training Center, l-!,=riden, Cor.rlecticut. It has been 
adapted to the special needs of the Addiction Services Division of the Department.of-. ::':: I 

I 
I 
I 

Correction. 

C. C..:;mr.ents ()n Sel~ction C'E the WJ2: Abuse Li..-:-ate (rem C.C. r. -Scmers and c:..C. r. -
Enfield For. Par;:icioa.tion in the ITA? Program: .. ~.-; ,:~:-, . 

The dr...lg abuser is an idea.l p-:wticipant for involv'2..':~!1t in the TRt.J> Ccr.rr.unitie.s 
at Somers and Enfield. Drug abusers are described as immature, they have difficulty 



, 
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I 
I 
I 

storing b<2havior and a limi ted r-=p~rtlJire fer adapti'J8 behavior other than erug use 
and "dependency". Also, they are known to be intelligent, i. e. have the capacity 
for cognitive, tehavieral development. H311Y are awa..""'e of their prior cultur.J.l deprivation 
to the extent that they value and seek ecu-:::ation (8..'1d frequently reject traditioi1a.l 
psychotherapies). They are cenfined for significant, generally predictable periods of 
time. Such individuals have much time aWlilable to them for rarticipation and reflective 
pursuit of the cues given. They are capable themselves of TTBterially contributing to " 
the subject matter and provide the ty-pe of feedback needed to evaluate the program. ." \:. 
Some irunates will be asked to be "cere leaders" and to take on ID3.jor responsibility .; :. 
for the functioning of the TRAP Corrununi ty . J '-:,_~ •• : •• 

.. \" .~. 

D. Behavioral Study Prog::am: ......... 

The Behavioral Study Program is a special kind of teach:.ng procedure to develop:: ,:if 
problem solving ability, cmd to teach the complex concept "rraturity" through the upe .::; ;'; 

. of rrodels with high cue va.lue, by programn.ing such exposure/ experience, and ' .... .: •. 
making them availabl@ in a Gecial practice laboratory - the Behavioral Study Class. ',s;. 
It emphasizes the role of cogni~ive behaviors in adaptation, and suggests that these ," 
cogniti'/e behaviors can be taught be rrodeling and reinforcement once the appropriate . 
attitudes are defined. Conscious processes rraintain rraladaptive behaviors. The '. "" 
acquisition of complex behavior patterns requires prior acquisition 6f fractional ->:, 
responses of the "bits of pieces" of the rrore complex m:xiel. 

In the Behavioral Study Program (Educational Therapy), specific i.rr.rrature 
behaviors of the i:r.rra.te are to be replaced by specific ID3.ture ones, rather than the 
"sick" patient is to be healed by the "well" doctor. In "uncovering" therapies, 
clear statements of desired responses are absent. New. desired response patterns 
are "modeled" in Educational Therapy; the facilitator presents an ey.ample of what 
he expcets the resident to do, or feel, or think. The emphasis is on synthesis of 
coping skills rather than. analysis of rralfunction. 

The Behavioral Study Program differs fyom traditioral education in the 
relative err.phasis placed on "process" rather than "centent", the e>.rpectation of 

......... 

-.. ...... I~:. 

personal errotional commitnent and involvement ina group, and the degree of acknowledged 
rather than covert value judgements. The client is to acquire an ability in coping, 
adaptation, flexibility, and stress tolerance. Concreteness in thinking is to be 
avoided, and "facts" are presented prirrBrily. 

I. 

PROCESS 
. .: .... 

.. ..;. ~ '. flo 

' .. 

Teaching of cO~1itive skills in Educational Therapy will be effected .by . ) 
rrodeling desired behaviors, and the use of operant techniques in a group interpersonal . 
situation. The "beha'/ior study class" is an opportunity for relatively safe involvement 
'Ni th an "o'ther" and pro'/ides a laeoratory for practice, experience and rrastery of the 
skills presented. I-bdels of desired hurran beha'/ior, including specific a:ttitudes, 
assl~ptions, thought constructs, information, ccncepts, and values compatible with 
adaptive social responses are presented in general. . 

.'/ 

cmrmrr 

.. _ -'- The subJect ITaner- of the Behavior Study Program is the complex' concept "rraturity". 

I -This -program is diviced into a large numbe~ of very srrall steDs (classes). These classes 
serve as rrodels to derronstrate a way the subject can act, thii1k, or feel. '-" .. ~. 

I 
I '; -. 

( . 
", 
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ThL.3, the Behavior Study Pr0gram tests the feasibility of developing 
an edu8dtional curriculwn, comprising numerous specific courses deliverable in 
srrall p3.cY.ages, that, in bits, prorrotes egr) ccmpetency. Mental health, rraDIrity,. 

.and like complex labels are teo general to submit to analysis and measurement. . 
By ,recognizing that these labels represent a complex of sub-skillS, inforTlB. don 
and experiences, acquired over a period of time, it will be {X)ssible to teach 
specific sub-skills and subject each srrall section to measurement and analysis. 

It is thought that the acquisition of complex behaviors is accomplished by 
e~osure to a collection of effective training sequences. The program will ,be 
designed to combine:· (1) didactic content, (2) grcup process, and (3) the rr.ethod 
of "programming", to develop srrall sections or I packages I, one at a time, that . 

" 
, "/' , . " 

teach specific social behaviors. ' ",.'.r> '.' 
. , ..... ' ,.~ . 

.. . .. . .~. 

Some specific pro];Osed topics, the "bits and pieces", iJ1 which examples of 
adaptive behavior, thinki.."1g, and feelings would. be illustrated are as follows: 

- - - --- .- --.... _ .... '- '-'-

Understanding the h\.lJ1'al1 body and physical needs: 

Basic physiolo~; and anatomy--organ systems, 
the senses, sleep, trust, nU,trition, etc. 

Genetic inheritance ' 
Growth and development (physiologic) 
Disease--infection, traUITa 
Grooming for social acceptance 

Education vs. Indoctrination: 

Awareness of the difference 
Intelligence <what it means) 
Asking questions . 
Methods of learning--rrodeling, classical and 
operant conditioning 

Social Systems: 

Delinquency and rebellion 
I.r3.tv as a symbol of the reality 'principle 
History and development of rules of behavior 
Evolution 
Ra~e, prejudice 

._ ., Role thecI"'\; 
. Cooperation vs. competition 

., 
" ',: . 

" , 

. , •• :t 
..... ...~. '.,' . 

" ... : .... I-::~· ... :_as.:-:: 
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2Psychologi~1 Principles: 

['evelopment and critical periods (Erik Erikson) 
Feeling states and errotions 
Perceptual training 
Sexual identity 
-"Success" vs. failure identity 
Habit fornation 
Self-awareness 
Profile of mature person. 

Interpersonal Skills: 

Work supervisory skills 
Communication techniques 
Therapeutic conversation 
Interview technique 
Public spear-ing 

Drug Dependences: 

Drug properties and effects 
Alcohol properties and effects 

Habituation, Tolerance, Cependence: 

Environmental factors 
Profile of the abuser 
Rehabilitation methods 
Programs for prevention 

.. ~ 
. '.' ~ 

. f' 

..... " 

The cou~tless other tODics, such as those stated above, in which examples of adap
tive behavior, thirlki.~g and feelings f.-lould be i.llustrated are potential sou.rces 
for eventual program use in the Behavioral Stl;.dy Program, Each cycle of the 
Behavioral Study Program at the TRAP Programs at Somers and S~field beings with' 
this particular topic. 
The i\ddiction Serlices Division developeq a comprehensive rranual on the Be
havioral Studies Program during first year funding and have staff trained in this 
rrodalit".i of treaiJr.ent. 
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E. 'l11e ~'t.d~l Behavioral Study Class ~'lithin the TP~ Ccrrmuni ty: 

Keeping i.1'1 mind that it is not just c;ontent that v/ill continue to be developed; 
but the "programning of content" process, the following ingredients al"'e LJ..I;derstood 
to be the model for the Behavioral Study Program: 

1. Cli~nts voluntarily meet in a cjrcular group in an informal "no harm" 
aDrDsphere . 

2. A pre-planned topic is conveyed by a "leader" in the form of a persones) 
and/or media (video tape, print.ed rratter, etc.) using a structured 
procedure. 

3. The "leader" provides alternate solutions: he does not IIDralize or give 
ultimate dictums (this is a process to develop tolerance for unce~ainty) . 

. , '::' 

4. F.a.ch program will have examples of desirable ber-avior, attitudes, ... ;": 
and feelings. These IIDdels or cues will be designed to prolIDte 
specific ego adaptive habits. 

5. It is' desired that ~~ers be active participants, an appropriate 
response being a personal statement. Emotional involvement is 
achieved through acknowledged rather than covert val~e judgements. 

. 6. Every participant is vi,,=wed as a helper and a person being helped 
in that he contributes personal' views to the group. 

7. The classes deal vrith'consciousmaterials, Especially attitudes, and 
emphasis is placed on behavior in terms of consequences. 

8. Facts are presem:ed with relative emphasis on teaching process rather 
than content. 

9. The class effort is toward synthesis of specific coping skills rather 
than analysis of specific ffi3.lfunction. 

10. The Behavioral Study Class provides an opportunity for a relatively 
safe iiivolvement T,.,rith an other, and is "labeled" a laboratory for 
practice, experie:lce and nEsterj of skills presented. 

Several skeleton IIDdels of a behavioral study class are presented below: 

Example 1: 

Aim: Better cOITlli1Ullication wi'th authority f i~JI"2, rrore frequent interact ion, 
less anxiety in apprcaching correctional guard. 

.. . 

Resident (irlJTat~) disposition: ShCvlS avoidance beha' .... ·ior -:0 correctional £SUaI'd. 
Method: Discussion of fears, consequences of prior experiences; role 1=laying 

situations for practice; role-playing scenes of interaction ~..]ith correc-~·-.·
tional guard illustra'ting alternative responses; group encouragment in': ~. 
net..] behaviors. 

Evaluation: Self and obser'ler r'3.ti."lgs of approach behavior, subj r:!ctive ratings: 
of a~iety, time spent communicating with correctional guard befcre and 
after program, etc. . .-. -.", 
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!1'.aI!1ple 2: 

Aim: To develop at-lareness and practical understanding of the mental mechanism 
"rationalization". 

Resident (inmate) disposition: 
his behaviors. 

l"f.a.intains TIBny inappropriate "explanations" for 

Method: In the behavioral study class, there will be presented some video 
taped segments illustrating "rationalization" as (a) a boy telling his 

, .. 

peers "The coach cut me because I'd show up the others" or (b) "I'm not .... '.:::.~ .. ~ .. 
going to the dance because the girls are all dogs and I don't want to 
dance with them". In the discussion, it might be suggested the boy should ::.:.,11 
learn to dance, etc. Further scenes and discussion ivill carry the theme ' 
from people in general, then to drug abusers, to people in this Listitution, .. 
into the group, and finally to an examination of one's own response : . ";.~; hi.:;' 
repertoire. I! .... ';;~" 

Evaluation: Can the resident (inrrate) identify "rationalization" from video .~_ ·:c -
tape representation using ne.oJ examples mi."'<ed with other behaviors; can he.:.;~ ,;'" 
provide examoles of real life 'current situations; will self and observer ... :-,.~~:; 
ratings meas~e any difference in ratior.alizing behavior? .~ ~j"~~';, 

Example 3: 
, . 
". " .. 

,., 

'. :; 
Aim: To develop awareness of personal value system. ." , ..... ... 
Resident (inmate) disposition: Limited cultural exposure has provided resident 

with limited value orientation in which there are few alternatives known 
to him. 

Method: In behavioral study class, film segments, discussion, pri~ted matter, 
convey cross-cultural selected a~titudes (related to the theme presented). 
Ex: Eabies born with the cords around their necY.s, are destined to be 
artists or musicians; other tribe rr.embers are prohibited from becoming artists. 
tlore specific intr2.cul t1.lre attitudes are presented and discussed - rrembers "" 
presenting personal vie'/s. i10ving from the gmeral to the specific, the 
Lidividual identifies his own specific pattern and alternatives are openly 
discussed. It may be stated a high socio-econcmic-status is more likely ~q:.j) 
embezzle; crimes of violence are rrore likely to prevail in a low socio- . 
economic-status area. ::!. or.:' 

Evaluation: Is the individual able to describe his own value pattern? Is he .,.-
" . ~ 

conmi tted to the same pa:ttern follmoJing the behavioral stud:, pro~am? f,lhat 
values does he display when confronted with a specific stress (natL't'al or': ;:..:,' .. 
provoked)? Can he propose alternatives to an imagined stress and will 
observer ratings show him to be better able to think prior to action? 

f:xample 4: 

Aim: Developing tolerance to others I vie'~]s, viz., religicus. 
Resident Cinrrate) disposition: Has been e;~sed to o~e concept of religion; 

'''scapegoats'' ~ersons'of other orientation in time of stress. 
Hethod: In the beha'lioral study class, file segments, discussion, and printed 

matter will illustrate methods of acquiring religious attitudes i~ general; 
examples ivill b~ rrore specific as group members express their personal 
acquisition of religious attitudes. Nwnerous' 'themes could be developed 
on this subject. . 

Evaluation: Pre and post score on tolerance scales; subject and obser'l<:r 
rating of behavior; inte~retation and expressed attitudes of rel~gious 
theme cues could be rated. 

_J 

....... 
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Intent of the Behavioral Study Class: 

Course aims will be to create a conscious awareness of: 

1. t'!hat W8 ·,.,rant--basic hurra.n drives, Le. advem:ure, securi"tlj, ;.--ecognition 
and sex. 

2. {,!hat others .ask of us--socially imposed restraint, the role limits 
within which one is expected to behave to satisfy human needs. 

I. 

3. The Reality Principle--relati.~g (a) ~ihat 'tie want to (b) ~!hat others 
ask, to rra..l(e pecp18 aware of how d.ifferent socio-econoIPic and cultural 
groups, and specifically the individual as a product of his OVn1 

reference groups, aci.-ually resol'les personal need with social expecta
tions. Methods successfully used '~lill be emphasized and con"7.:r'asteci 
with the client's personal repertoire of coping skills. 

I 
Subj ect ~atter of "Educational TheraDv": 

b • 
G. 

The subject rratter of "Educational 'Therapy" is conscious rather than unconscl.OUS 
precesses with emphasis placed on developing adaptive cognitive behaviors Cone's 

I assumptions, thought constructs, attitudes, information, internalized sentences) 
, and increasing problem sol 'ling ability. Social learnir.g theorists suggest that -

modeling (also called no-trial learning, imitation, identification, and cognitive 

I 
rehearsal) is the most rapid method of learning in humans. Ceveloping a c'JI"!"iculwn 
of adaptive models is realistic since it is unlikely that there will be some 
"ffi3.gic" or short cut intervention to substitute for the 1:ke consuming process 
of client re-education of perceptual, emtional and symbolic behavior precesses, 

I. ,- ,and of "working through" practice in a social situation. 'In addition, as an lin
,.,- portant part of the curriculum, :i.rlrr.ates will be encouraged to examine their daily 

acticns, attitudes and behaviors, and to use this 'subject rratter' as the content 

,I for the behavioral study class. 

H. C-eneral Procedure of Curricullffil CeveloDment: 

II The methodology has a cybernetic design which'will permit: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1. 

2. 

. - . -
-~------

Development of specific programs suitable fer presentation L~ a 
"package". Ia.ch course will provid8 a specific task(s) for ".:he 
subject to accomplish which w:)uld increase the person's socially 
adaptive behavioral repertoire. 

Evaluation of the effectiveness ot each course in teaching a 
specific skill or repertoire. 

Continual improvement of each course based on feedback - objective 
measurement and subjective ratings. 

" 
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'IHEORIS'IS SUGGESTPIG 1HE DE'lELOP11Orr OF AN EDUCATIOHP.LlTHEPAPEtJTIC 
TEtY.fIIQUE TP.ROUGH 'IHL BEJ-u\IIIOFAL STUDY CLASS 

D.H. lliwrer (1966), recognized for his acti'lity as a theoretician, has pcstula"J:ed the frame-

I work for a therapy in which education for self-directed change is the objectiv~. In t~is 
paradigm, the therapist is to rrcdel radical honesty with others, self-knowledg<=, behavioral 
competence, and social responsibility. Following the m:xiel, "the patient begins taking down 

I 
the parenthesis around his life" .. l Imitation is considered the rrost efficient method of re
sponse acquisition. Nowrer puts emphasis on present behavior; on somet..;hat of a crash prograrr 
to awaken personal choice and teach a repertoire that permits self-responsibility.2 

I 
I 
I 

Albert Ellis has devised a method relying pri"7B.rily on expandiJ:g conscious aw~"'""=ness: " 
therapy, in essence, largely consists of teaching the patient effective self·-analysis: how, 
specifically, to observe his own feelings and actions, haw to evaluate them objectively. 
and how to change them by consistent effort and practice". 3. 

The therapist clearly is ex~ected to make the patient aware of the main i-~ational ideas that 
human beings are prone to follav and what are the more rational philosophies of living that IT. 

usually be substituted instead. 4 Rehabilitation includes reading, lectures, gL~UP discussion 
and acquisition of perforrrance skills that challenge one's present assumptive ~.Jorld. Thus, a: II attempt:is made to bring the client to critically ~pp.raise his value system. 

In Reality 'Therapy, William Glasser vie\.Js people as havi'1g ·similar needs f..;hich must be fulfil. 
prir.arily by learned rather than naturally endowed skills. All maladjustment is related to I inadequacy in the fulfillment of essential needs, and the importance of involvement with an 
"other": facing reality and le2I'I1ing better ITieans to behave are goals of trea Dr.ent, the ther' 
pist viewed as the teacher. The global task of each individual is "responsibility".5 

I Glasser clearly conceptualizes psychiatric problems as IIt..;eakr.ess" which requires active learn
ing to help oneself rather than being "cured f

' as .in the medical model. Glasser also e.rnphasi;:: 

I positive consequences; vis., '..Jith institutionalized patients If the only major pW1ishment is 
exclusion from the regular program". 6 

I
I. Golddiamond advocates that the focus of therapy should be self-control. For Golddiamond, 
therapy sessions are confe~~ces to evaluate what the patient is doing to modi:y his behavio~. 
and the therapist '.s role is offering procedu..-res for rrodification. The therapist provides a 

I
rrodel ofhmv he would solve the problem. The relative e.mphasis is on educaticn in rrproce?s". 
Golddiamcnd's view is that the patient may show remarkable ability to govern his own life if 
taught bihavioral analysis. 7 . • 

IEric Berne has devised a simplified terminology to teach self-behavioral analY3is. The 
patient labels ego states "adulttr

, "parent rr , or rrchild rr and acquires cognitive skill in pro-' 
cessing them. ~aturity is recognized as the abilivj to keep the adult ego state in control 

pst of the time. r£he Berne SYSTem is based on anal~/sis of social transactions from the 
lIPOint of view of advantages gained rather than as defense operations. 8 . 

\ 

iEestalt psychology has emphasized that learnL'1g is of ccgnitive structures rather than respcnc 
I:'olman, for example, suggests the brain is analogous to a rrap rcom t-lhere stimuli are assorted 

and arranged, and these cogni ti ve maps or interrT'l2diary processes should be studied. rtProbler.-. 
solving is a ffi3.11ifestation of insightful ("in"- rrsightlf) re.rrodeling of the conceptual field. rr9 

~bert Bandura's investig~tions document that the mos~ efficient method:for ra~id response 
acquisition, which is represented to the high~st degre~ in Homo sa?iens, is modeling or 

I no-trial learning". A m:ldel is an example for imitation. Learning cccurs by observation 
ven '.Jh'?fl· the observer Goes not ov-=rtly reprrduce the mcdel' s beha'.;ior. :-fe sugg;sts tr.at 

combining positive models with operant ccndi~ioning procedures is an eff-=ctive and preferable ronn to establish and strengthen desired alterr.ative patterns of behavior. lO 



I 
THEORISTS St.:(-fESr:LIG TIlE D2fSLOPr"BIT OF AN ITUCATIONAL/'IHERAPELTIC TECEN!QUE THROUGH ThE 
BEHAVIORAL STlIDY CLASS: CStITINULD 

I. Bandura suggests ap~lication of learning ~rinci~les in a deliberate and carefully pro
grammed wanner offers the best hore to achieve predictable trea.tnent outcomes. Bandura 

I argues that ccmscious awareness of "mental health concepts" rra.y be the rrost efficient 
method of achieving mental health .11 ' 

I AlcohOlics Anonyrrous and Daytop" which utilizes 'Concept' Therapy, attempts to deal t-li th 
the here-and-now difficulties of individual addicts. One of the main operating assumptions 
of these progr~s is that the 'recovery C2reer' of an addict is facilitated through a change 

I agent who is also a recovering addict-on the basis ,that the 'shared identi~j' of the ~wo 
individuals enhances therapeutic communication. This assumption is the chief foundation 
upon which rrodelir.g occurs. toJhat is ITDdeled by a resident is not just a role, but learned 

I 
patterns of cehavior/attitudes that are more directly related to general psychological 
improverr~nt.12 Research on rrodeling does suggest that the stronger the basis for identifi
cation between the individuals involved, the rrore effective the rrodeling (Bandura, 1969) .13 

~~ ..... ; I " .. :,·· " 
, .... ,. . . ..... . 

, . , ... '" ~. 
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'.~ '. ':A!rount and Type of Counseling 

I'::~"'-' :---;:-~~ average day withill the TPAP Corrrrnunity will.consist of three hours of 
:" "l:'. ~. a •• • 

:' ,:~vocatipna.l training or work within the' correctional facility (C.C.I. -Enfield 

I ;::~~;:O~l;'): ;~. ~urs of class utilizing the Behavioral Studies Approach (five days 

I'~'::~ .:-per:we~~), one hour of physi.cal education, and tw:) hours of group and/or individual 
. . 

counseling in the evening. The nature of the Behavioral Study Program will allow 

I ::;:~;.::n~,ol. TRAP Institutional clients to immediately join the group/class. A minimum of 

I ~.;:~~ ... tw::) ho~~' of individual and three hours of group couJ1seling will ~e olfered to each 

:.::::,inrrate 'per week. 

I The Behavioral Studies Program is considered to be a non-traditional therapeutic 

program. In addition to the Behavioral Studies Program, each TAAP Corrmunity will 

l:.r .. ::provide . participants with two other non-tradit~onal therapeutic' programs, Relaxation' 
, .. '\~: . I ,.~~'~. ~ping Behavior Program (See Appendi?< J for a detailed description) and "The SearchiJ1g 

~:~. for~ Values FiJJn Series". 

I '· : ~ - -... " . . ..... The Relaxation Coping Behavior Progra~ is an amalgamation of work done by staff 

I :~~.~ of. the New Jers~y Neuro-Psychiatric InS~~~Llte and Dr. Herbert Benson. 

' .. .': of ··the course T...n.ll be to teach the partl.cl.pant: 

. , . -
I ~. 

....... . -.. ' 
I ,', ," 

.,\; -. 

1
,·'·- . 
" ... -0" 

'Of •• '. 

. .:" .... 

l~::": 

1. How to have more control over his/her inner feelings 
and experiences . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

How to relax during tin:es of need, particularly during 
times of stress and tension. 

How to become desensitized to situations which normally 
make him/her part~cularly nervous. 

'1\';0 methods of relaxation: the muscle relaxant method 
and the meditation rrodel. 

How to rranage and direct behavior in a rrore satisfying 
way. 

:: :" Each TRAP Corrrrnunity resident will lo.ave t.his course offered to him/her. 

The purpose 

.. 

I '; , 
" A third non~traditional program entitled l/alues Clarification is based upon 

I "The Searching for Values FiJJn Series". It is comp:Jsed of 10 short films approx:iJra.tely 

14-17 minutes in length. Each fiJJn provides students toJi th a values clarification 

I. experience that is personal, provocative and keyed to contemporary life. It complements 



I . 
the philosophy of the Behavioral,'Studies Progr-c.m and fits ..... ell into the TPAP Progrc.ms. 

I The basic plan is to have one film shown per week wi 'thin each of the TRAP 

I 
Programs over a ten-week period. One .t"wo-hour session each \.Jeek will provide: 

the, viewi..'1g of the film; an open· discussion !'elated t::::> the central theme as outlined, 

I in the discussion guide; and completion of a Values Clarification exercise related 

I 
to the maJor ',;lerr.e. The Values Clarificatio:, exercises to/ill be intebrra~~d,~, !~~ .. ____ _ 

issues'presented in the Behavioral Studies Prcgram. (See Appendix K for a description 

of each fiJ..tn to be utilized in the Values Clarification Program.) •• ';t.. 

Over the course· of the grant, it is projected that the Values Clarification '! 

I' Program will be presented to a miriimum of 75 clients in the Th.D TRP.P Programs. A:!" ::.-. 7: 

distribution schedule has been established and provides efficient utilization of :the,:c~." 

I film series. The cost-effectiveness factor of the Values Clarification Program should 

II be noted. Since the cost of the film series totaled $2,430 and it will be presented 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

to a' minimum of 150 clients over the course of the grants, the cost ,Per client 'All: be 

$16.00. In addition, it is expected that the film serles will conti.'1ue tc be utilized 

during the ne~a: several years wi thin the TRAP Programs. , ; .., 
_ •• ,c.....J..~ ... 

. wmIe involved in the TRAP Corrrrnunities at the respective institutions, the ",:~",_,-~ 

residents of the program will also be involved in vocational and jOb-readiness training. 

In addition, at t~e C.C.I. -Somers TPAPProgrc.m, Recording for the Blir.d will be made 
# 

available to participan'ts as vocatior.a.l -:raining. The TIAP clients "'Jill produce 

taped programs of children's stories. • t: •• 1 . The Recordlllg .:.or the Blll1d utl_l::es groups 

of _thI:'ee,' ~,p~ticipants. One records the book or llBgaz::.ne onto t!1e tap:, another 

I opera:t.e~,-th~ equi2I]l~Dt i ang. a third checks the f~nished proGuct for mistak>s:s. E3.ch, 

book takes about three months to record and is carefully examined to assure speech 

I qua.+ity and ey.2.c't interpretation of -t-,e written :-:-a~erial. Each participar:t involved 

I ,~.-Re~rding for the Blind '...Jill be trained and receive all instructions fr:lm TRAP s'taff. 

·:·t_iJ$~~:"21$:m:!11i:21E 
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SCM e 0 r COIlI1('t" llcut 
[l('fl.1rtmcnc ot Correction 
Addiction Services Division 

.,- .'. 

.. -:~. 
I. Introduction 

... 
', ... ' 

PlmJECT Tlt<\P - f'IIIH;/t·\}! ST,\lGIENT ----' ---
C.C. r. -Somers 

Project TRAP (Treatment'and Rehabilitation for Addicted Prisoners) is a 

. .u~ique program in lJ/Jich satisfactory completion of treatment goals provides for: 

1) a Guaranteed Parole Release Date after the minimum present term is served' from 

the Connecticut Board of Parole, and 2) ",here possible Cuaranteed Conununity Release 

approximately J months prior to the Parole Release Date dependent on available bed 

" space ..... Participants in the TRAP Program lJill receive seven day credit: good time and 

regular pay for satisfactory participation. All clients lJho fulfill the eligibility 
, 

. criteria and arc approved through the screening process lJill be placed in the TRAP 

. . 
.,' ; 

.. 
.4 

.. 

·1 
I 

~rogram subject to available bed space. 

The provision of the Guaranteed Parole Release Date and Community Release will 

·be concigent upon the [ollOlJing minimum required level of participation ~n the TP.AP 

I 
'I 

Program. 

I 
I '. 

1. 

2. 

Satisfactory institutional lJork reports. 

S~cisfactory illstitutional performance lJith adherence to all departmental 
and program rules. 

l. Sntisf~ctory pro~ram performance and completion of specified treatment goals. 
Silc!sfilclorj' completion 511.111 be defined as complct ion at a perfor/:l;"\:1ce level 
specifi(:d under the minimum requirements, .... ithin the reasonable ciipabilities 
(If the inm.1tc, for the specific treatment service to be evaluated by the 
TRAP Program staff. 

tI.~·. Spccif ic Tre.:ltmcnt St.!rvice~ 

The Department of Correction "'ill provide comprellensive treatment services 

I ~hiCh w111 include the development of an individually designed treatment plan lJhich lJill 

-I be monitored on a month~y 

and croup counse~ing~ and 

basis. The treatment' services will consist of individu~l 

the Dehavioral Studies P~ogram. 

Institution,')l f'h;lSC - (6 month minimum) 

tUnlmum rl!quirements for p':lrticipants 1n t/rRAP 

1. Attend,ncc.t,1l of the 5ChCdUled~5CS In 

e 

Program: 

the Behavioral St~dies Pro&ra~ • .. . ' 
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'-r t.!; ~ ". . 
;"";:lrtnl'nt 2 •. AttcncIc1I1CC ,11: .111 sr."t!dul~t1 lndivfcl".,l cOlllls('l1ng sessions with a. 
,'.y i ~ r. I •• , -: minimum ·of· onc-l hour sess ion scheduled per week •. 

l •. At"tCllcl.1I1CC: .1t all s~hcd'!led p,rnllp counselinr. sessions (I.e. values 
clilrification, rdCJX.Lltion therapy) \.lith a minimum of two-l~ hour 
sessions per \..'cek. 

1.. .'" n!: ", . 
. ---Attendance is required at 100% of the above treatment sessions unless the client 

absence is authorized in writing by the Addiction Services Counselor Supervisor or 
tH' .. ' 

his dt:signee. Failure to comply wIth Lilt! ,dJIJVt! IJdllLIIIUIU l~IIII1"t:"'C:llltl ilkS}' l'dbUJ.L '&'11 

l' ,: . .' ~. 
:rcmoval from the TRAP Program and return to regular population housing. 

:.h,-: . ,. 
'THE CLASSIFICATION CO~l}lITTEE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DETERHINE AD~ISSION TO AND 

- n· " 
f> RE~fOVAL fROH THE TRAP PROGRA.'1. If AN INHATE IS DE?HED ADHISSIOU OR IS REHOVED FROM 

'~'THE PROGR..fu'1, liE HAY APPEAL SUCH DECISION THROUGH EXISTING GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES (SEE 
.. '. .. 

C. C.!. -SOt'fERS lIANDl300K Of REGULJ\TIONS tVIO PROGR/\1·!S). 

B. 
r'- ..... :-' 

h,. -:!" 

. 
.' . 

Community Re-entry Phase 

~a~lim.um requirements for participants in the TRAP Program: 

1. Sntisf~ctory partlcip~tion while in Community Release status with'place
ment in a r.rotJp Ilom('/Con;munity Correction;}l Center for approximateJy J 
months prior to Pilrol~ Rcleast! Vate. Placement will be dependent: on 
available bed space. • . 

2.. Stipui:1tioll to Project fIRE by the Connecticut Oonrd of Parole as a 
condition of p,1role !;uperv,ision. Project fIRE rc-entry services include: 
comprehensive tr':.ltm('nt plnnninr.. ~lIhstance abuse counseling, indi'lidual. 
group (lnel family counseling, er.JploY;1)C'r1t (lssist.:lnce, urinalysis mO:1itorinA. 
and soci.,] service re[C'rrills. Upon satjsfac~ory completion of the Proj~ct 
FIRE Pror,r.1m. Project FIRE staff will" make> a r('commendation through the 
11<1 [01e Offi.:er to the Board of Parole ff)r consideration of an early dis
charge from parole s'upefvision when cli&ible. 

Failure to maintain satis~actoryparticipation in Commurlity Release status may 

1·!J:~esult in remov.:ll from Com~unity Release status, and may void the Guaranteed Parole 

Release Date. After an inmate has been granted parole at the parole hearing date, 

I ~~h~,inmatc must continue to maintain satisfactory institutional performance. Failure 

1':J.to,..maintain satisfactory institutional performance may result in- a parole recision. 

I 
I· 

"It' .. Failure to comply with the r~quired p.:Jrticipntion in Project FIRE may result in 

parole violation with possible subscqul"!nt parole revocation. . . 

Tin: ABOVE DESCRIBED PI\OGRJ\.'f IS SUBJEC7 TO CIIJ\NGE IN ALL OR AllY PARt At THE 

DISCREtION OF TUB DEPARTHENt OF COHREctrON. 
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- - -- - .. .. _ .. - -FIGURE 4 .. - - - - --
CONNECTICUT TRAP SCREENING/INTAKE FLOW PROCESS 

1. I Client Re:i;erral & 

Identification 

Ineligible-Denied 
Form-D 

l' 
2.1 Evaluation According 

to Eligibility Crite-
ria 

3 

Potentially a. Program An
nouncement 

b. TRAP Orienta
tion Meeting 

~- a. Record Check-Form-B Eligib~e ::;, 

c. Written Request 
for Admission
Form-A 

Denied 
Form-D 

t 
5., Preparation of I 6. Review by Wardens!Super- I 7. 

Approved ~ Prelimin3.ry Package _ ~ intende~t~ Approved ~ 
-/ a. Pre11m1nary Package ~ 

8. 

Approved ::> 

Denied 
Form-D 

1 
Submission to 
Classification Com
mittee 
a. Review 
-preliminary package 

9. 

Approved '::; 

Admission to the TRAP 
Program 
a. TRAP Admission Form-E 
b. DEVELOP treatment Plan 

Ineligible-Denied 
Form--D 

Evaluation 
According to Eli-
gibility criteria 
a. Screening Ins-

trument Form-P 
b. Initial Locator 

Form (1/30/79) 
c. Eligibility In-

terview Evaluation 
Committee-Form-B 

Denied 
For,m-D 

/.'\ 

TRAP Screening Committee 
-TRAP Project Director 
-Chairman Board of Parole 
-Chief, Community Release 
a. Preliminary Package 

Please note that with those persons denied at Steps 2-6, normal correctional appeal procedures will 
be utilized. 

4. 

;)enied 
Form-D 

'1' 
Submitted 
to Class-
ification 
Committee 

Approved :::;;> 




